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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
CASE NO. 1:16-CV-21199-CMA/O’Sullivan
ANDREA ROSSI et al.,
Plaintiffs,
v.
THOMAS DARDEN, et al.,
Defendants.
___________________________________
INDUSTRIAL HEAT, LLC and IPH
INTERNATIONAL B.V.,
Counter-Plaintiffs,
v.
ANDREA ROSSI and LEONARDO
CORPORATION,
Counter-Defendants,
And
J.M. PRODUCTS, INC., et al.,
Third-Party Defendants.
___________________________________

PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR SANCTIONS FOR
BAD FAITH LITIGATION CONDUCT
Plaintiffs, Andrea Rossi and Leonardo Corporation, by and through their undersigned
counsel, move the Court for the entry of sanctions against Defendants, Thomas Darden, Industrial
Heat, LLC and IPH International B.V., (collectively “Defendants”), for engaging in bad faith
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litigation conduct1, including but not limited to striking their pleadings, and as grounds therefore
state:
Brief Introduction
Defendants, through their agents, are tampering with witnesses and/or otherwise harassing
individuals in abuse of the judicial process. Plaintiff, Dr. Andrea Rossi, may currently be under
consideration by the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences for a Nobel Prize related to his E-Cat
technology – the same technology that is the subject matter of the present lawsuit. Defendants in
this case have known this fact for some time, even sharing this information with their
investors/potential investors (See Ex. 1). During times relevant to the matters in this action, several
professors from accredited universities throughout Europe, including Dr. Giuseppe Levi and Dr.
Bo Hoistad, had previously tested Dr. Rossi’s technology, and co-authored a report validating its
efficacy (See Ex. 2, the “Lugano Report”). Defendants not only dispute the efficacy of the
technology, but also, by extension, the Lugano Report – and this is a pivotal issue for Defendants’
case. Defendants and/or their agents, including but not limited to Dewey Weaver and Uzi Sha
(and upon information and belief, their purported attorney, Zalli Jaffe), have harassed, threatened
and attempted to bribe these professors into withdrawing their support of the Lugano Report – all
in an attempt to damage the reputation of Dr. Rossi, make less likely his ability to receive the
prestigious Nobel Prize, and materially impact the evidence introduced in the present case. Such
harassment and threats are abusive, made in bad faith, and are quite possibly criminal in nature.
Plaintiffs request that this Motion be filed under seal pursuant to Local Rule 5.4, as further
publicity regarding this matter may further harm Dr. Rossi’s chances of receiving the Nobel Prize.

It must be noted that this motion is directed solely at Defendants’ and their agents. Plaintiffs do not allege or
believe that Defendants’ counsel in this matter had knowledge of, or otherwise participated in, any of the facts set
forth herein.
1
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Relevant Procedural History and Material Facts
On April 5, 2016, Plaintiffs filed their Complaint in the above-styled action. The Complaint
pertained, generally, to Andrea Rossi’s invention of the low energy nuclear reactor popularly
known as the “Energy Catalyzer” or “E-Cat”, and the Defendants’ failure to pay Plaintiffs Eighty
Nine Million Dollars ($89,000,000.00) for the successful testing of the same pursuant to a License
Agreement. Defendants’ defenses and counterclaims are premised on their claim that the E-Cat
technology does not work, and that Plaintiffs have provided no proof that it does. The Lugano
Report is indisputably just the sort of proof Defendants disclaim.
During the course of validating and testing the E-Cat, in or around March 2014, a number
of independent professors—Giuseppe Levi, Evelyn Foschi, Bo Hoistad and Hanno Essen (the
“Professors”)—independently tested the E-Cat in Lugano, Switzerland. The Professors then
published a report on October 6, 2014 detailing the results. The report, titled “Observation of
abundant heat production from a reactor device and of isotopic changes in the fuel” (“Lugano
Report”), concludes that “the performance of the E-Cat reactor is remarkable” and produces heat
energy “compatible with nuclear transformations…” (See Ex. 2, the “Lugano Report”, p. 30). The
Lugano Report, and its distinguished group of Professors/signatories, provides tremendous
evidence directly in opposition to Defendants’ defenses and counterclaims.
Defendants, knowing full well the problems that the Lugano Report and its Professors pose
to their case, have engaged in efforts to discredit it and them. On October 14, 2016, the Defendants
propounded their Second Request for Production to Plaintiffs wherein Defendants requested “[a]ll
Communications between [Plaintiffs] and “Giuseppe Levi, Evelyn Foschi, Torbjorn Hartman, Bo
Hoistad, Roland Pettersson, Lars Tegner and/or Hanno Essen.” Plaintiffs objected to the request,
in part, on the grounds that
3
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“Defendants seek only to harass and intimidate Plaintiffs through this
request as Defendants know that some, or all, of the above individuals
participate in the nomination process for the Nobel Prize and their
involvement in this matter could jeopardize any consideration Plaintiffs
may be receiving for such nomination.”
As a result of Plaintiffs’ objection, Judge O’Sullivan conducted a discovery hearing. During the
hearing, the Court limited discovery with respect to the Professors, expressly stating that:
Okay. I’m only going to allow you to get the communications regarding the
E-Cat testing, not all communications between them. I find that it’s not
relevant, there’s no showing that they were anything but independent. You
know, in the other area you’re able to come to me and show me that Rossi
was – you know, this company was actually Rossi. Here, you know, you’re
talking about five people who are, you know, respected people. Even in
your own allegations you indicate that they’re respected, whatever, people,
with institutions, prominent institutions in other countries.
[…]
If you’re ever going to subpoena these people, let them know ahead of time.
(See Ex. 3, Jan. 10, 2017 Transcript, pp. 25-27).
Plaintiffs have only recently learned that, throughout this pending litigation, the Defendants
and/or their agents have repeatedly harassed the Professors in an effort to (1) jeopardize Dr. Rossi’s
Nobel Prize nomination; (2) to materially impact the merits of this action; and to (3) coerce the
Professors to withdraw their conclusions formalized in the Lugano Report.
I.

Coercion of Dr. Giuseppe Levi
During the course of the last year, Dr. Giuseppe Levi has received numerous

communications from known representatives of Defendants2. These representatives, offered to
bribe Dr. Levi to withdraw his support of the Lugano Report. Additional details and additional

2

Dr. Levi disclosed this information to Dr. Rossi and undersigned counsel for the first time in mid-February 2017.
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instances of such harassment of Dr. Levi are provided in the Declaration of Dr. Giuseppe Levi
(Ex. 4). For example, Dr. Levi declares:
On four (4) occasions, certain individuals from Israel have contacted me directly or
indirectly to speak to me about the Lugano Report. It is my conclusion that their
intention was to offer me money if I would agree to recant my support therefor.
See Ex. 4, ¶4. Dr. Levi’s conclusion is grounded in fact and common sense. He further explains
that he was approached by individuals who first made contact through his Rabbi (Ex. 4, ¶5), that
the individuals claimed they were connected to large investors who were planning to research new
energy sources for Israel, and that “big earnings” could be made. (Ex. 4, ¶6). The individual
promised to pay Dr. Levi money for cooperating, and wanted him to urgently write a report
regarding how to measure the energy output of a “Lugano-type” reactor. (Ex. 4, ¶8). The
individual asked numerous questions about Dr. Levi’s relationship with Dr. Andrea Rossi, and, it
was Dr. Levi’s belief that he was being offered money to recant his support for the results contained
in the Lugano Report. (Ex. 4, ¶8). Finally, Dr. Levi confirmed that he refused the bribe, and
maintains his full support of the results contained in the Lugano Report. (Ex. 4, ¶9)
Notably, as set forth in the Declaration of Dr. Giuseppe Levi, one individual who
repeatedly harassed and attempted to bribe Dr. Levi is Uzi Sha. Defendant Darden had provided
Uzi Sha personal contact information for individuals associated with this litigation on at least one
occasion. (See Ex. 5.) On information and belief, Defendant Darden and/or the other Defendants
similarly provided Uzi Sha with Dr. Levi’s name and/or personal information, and Uzi Sha’s
harassment of Dr. Levi has been undertaken on behalf, and under the direction, of the Defendants.
Relatedly, in the same e-mail in which Darden communicates with Uzi Sha, he also
communicates with an individual named Zalli Jaffe. Defendants claim that communications with
Zalli Jaffe fall under the attorney-client privilege, as they claim that Zalli Jaffe is an attorney in
5
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Israel who provided legal services to Defendants. Israel is not a territory covered by the License
Agreement between the parties. In this matter Magistrate Judge O’Sullivan has ruled that at least
one e-mail between Darden and Zalli Jaffe is protected by the attorney-client privilege3. Plaintiffs
believe that Defendants are using the privilege as a shield to hide their wrongful and potentially
illegal acts. However, based on Zalli’s connection to Uzi Sha, and based on Sha’s attempts to
bribe Dr. Levi, Plaintiffs seek full transparency into (a) the relationships of Zalli and Sha to
Defendants, (b) the nature of the work they were engaged to provide (whether it be legal work or
otherwise) and (c) all other communications between them.
II.

Threats to Dr. Bo Hoistad
On February 15, 2017, Defendants’ agent, Dewey Weaver, sent Dr. Bo Hoistad a

threatening e-mail, which, in essence, attempts to blackmail and/or otherwise coerce all the
Professors into changing their opinions and conclusions (See Ex. 6). Weaver testified that he was
tasked with the job, by Defendant Industrial Heat, to engage in some discussion with Professor
Hoistad (See Ex. 7, pg. 239:11-17). Weaver’s email to Professor Hoistad states:
Bo - I hope this email finds you well. Mats gave an interview yesterday and stated
that he had recently been in contact with the Uppsala team, sharing that your Ni-H
focused replication efforts were ongoing. Mats also stated that the Uppsala team
had no plans to revisit the Lugano report or discuss the increasingly controversial
results from that test.
We are in process of learning previously unknown facts about Andrea Rossi, his ECat research and test methodologies as part of the ongoing litigation effort. We
have learned that the material test of Lugano reactor, with an XRD system at the
University of Bologna, was conducted on the reactor plug, not a piece from the
main reactor body. As you may know, the plug results came back 99% pure alumina
and did not match the reactor body which was made from Durapot 810. Per
Cotronics, the maker of the Durapot line, 810 is between 75% to 85% alumina
cement (batch dependent). We have also learned that the reactor was painted with

3

Based on this new information, separate and apart from the present motion, Plaintiffs now seek reconsideration of
Magistrate O’Sullivan’s prior ruling.
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an off-white high temp paint and that information is not accurately reflected in the
Lugano report as well.
During our phone conversation last summer, you stated that Levi was forceful in
controlling the specific Optris IR camera emissivity / transmissivity settings and
that the Uppsala contingent left that decision up to him. More information will be
coming out about this in the coming months and I wanted to give you and your
team a heads-up regarding any possible impact this may have on the University and
/ or the involved scientist.
Best regards,
Dewey
(Emphasis added.) Weaver falsely represents to Dr. Hoistad that “we4 are in the process of learning
previously unknown facts about Andrea Rossi, his E-Cat research and test methodologies.”
Weaver made this representation knowing it was false – as of February 2017, there were no
previously unknown facts, as Industrial Heat and Weaver were fully aware of all such facts at this
time. See Ex. 7, pg. 248-250. Further, Weaver falsely represented that the reactor body was made
from Durapot 810, as opposed to pure alumina. Weaver concludes his e-mail with the not-sosubtle threat, “I wanted to give you a heads-up regarding any possible impact this may have on the
University and/or the involved scientist.” The implication, of course, is that these new findings
will damage the reputations of not only the Professors themselves, but also, significantly, the
Universities at which they work.
Finally, Weaver testified that he had e-mail communications with Professor Hanno Essen,
another of the Lugano Professors. As of the date of this filing, these e-mails have not been
produced to Plaintiffs, despite requests for such. Plaintiffs suspect that Weaver has made similar
threats to Professor Essen.

Weaver uses the word “we” but never identifies who constitutes “we.” Defendants have identified Weaver as one
of their agents and have repeatedly claimed that many of Weaver’s communications with Defendants’ counsel are
privileged.
4
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Legal Standard
As the United States Supreme Court has recognized, the authority to sanction parties for
bad faith litigation misconduct stems not only from the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the
United States Code, but also from the Court's inherent power to effectively manage its affairs by
punishing and deterring abuses of the judicial process. Chambers v. NASCO, Inc., 501 U.S. 32,
43-45, 111 S. Ct. 2123, 115 L. Ed. 2d 27 (1991). The inherent power to sanction encompasses the
power to dismiss an action, which is appropriately exercised particularly where a party "commits
perjury or . . . doctors evidence" that "relates to the pivotal or 'linchpin' issue in the case." Qantum
Comms. Corp. v. Star Broadcasting, Inc., 473 F. Supp. 2d 1249, 1269 (S.D. Fla. 2007) (citing
Vargas v. Peltz, 901 F. Supp. 1572, 1581-82 (S.D. Fla. 1995)).
"Because of their very potency, inherent powers must be exercised with restraint and
discretion." Chambers, 501 U.S. at 44. Therefore, the Eleventh Circuit has explained, [*16] "[t]he
key to unlocking a court's inherent power is a finding of bad faith." Byrne v. Nezhat, 261 F.3d
1075, 1106 (11th Cir. 2001) (alteration in original) (citing Barnes v. Dalton, 158 F.3d 1212, 1214
(11th Cir. 1998)); see also Quiroz v. Superior Bldg. Maint., Inc., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 61534,
*15-16, 2008 WL 3540599 (S.D. Fla. Aug. 12, 2008).
Analysis
A. Bad Faith.
The Defendants and their agents repeatedly harassed, and attempted to bribe the Professors
with respect to the Lugano Report and Dr. Rossi. Such harassment includes coercion, intimidation,
and bribery to jeopardize Dr. Rossi’s Nobel Prize nomination and to materially impact the evidence
underlying this action.
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It cannot be disputed that evidence that four, independent prominent Professors support the
conclusion that Dr. Rossi’s E-Cat technology “is remarkable” and produces heat energy
“compatible with nuclear transformations” would undermine Defendants’ present case. This is a
“linchpin” issue of Defendants’ defenses and counterclaims.
Further, it cannot be disputed that both Dewey Weaver and Uzi Sha are agents of
Defendants, and were acting within the scope of their agency. Dewey Weaver has been working
directly with Defendants for several years, and according to Defendants, has been heavily involved
in communicating with Defendants’ attorneys about the present lawsuit. Uzi Sha has been in direct
communication with Defendant Darden on at least one occasion – and, according to that email
message, on others too – apparently in connection with this case5.
Neither Defendants nor these agents are unsophisticated litigants who would somehow be
absolved of running afoul of criminal bribery or witness-tampering statutes through inadvertence
or mistake. However, their efforts to sway the Professors to recant their support for their test and
Dr. Rossi’s technology was not overt or blatant, thus making it all the more egregious. Defendants
were not seeking to enlist the Professors to testify truthfully, but instead made vague, ominous
threats of forthcoming unidentified “evidence” that would cause them and their respective
universities embarrassment. Moreover, Defendants made offers of substantial sums of money if
they would disassociate themselves from the Lugano Report. This is bad faith.

5

Although Defendant Darden refers to additional communications with Mr. Sha—and Mr. Jaffe, for that matter (see
Ex. 5)—Defendants did not produce such communications or identify them in Defendants’ privilege log. It has
become apparent, however, that such communications are in furtherance of the improper behavior set forth in this
Motion.
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B. No Lesser Available Sanction.
The wrongdoing here – the attempt to coerce untruthfully testimony from at least two of
the Lugano Professors – is so closely intertwined with the merits of the case that a sanction must
be imposed to “calibrate the scales” in response. Qantum Comms. Corp. v. Star Broadcasting,
Inc., 473 F. Supp. 2d 1249, 1277-78 (S.D. Fla. 2007). Monetary sanctions fail to address the
severity of Defendants’ acts of witness tampering and bribery, which threaten the public’s trust in
our system of justice and disparage the core values for which it stands. Young v. Office of the
United States Sergeant at Arms, 217 F.R.D. 61, 71 (D.D.C. 2003) ("[S]eeking to obtain or
manufacture false testimony 'strikes at the heart of the judicial system.'").
Litigants should not be left with the impression that they can abuse the judicial process and
opposing parties by fabricating evidence concerning the core of their case and simply pay a fine
to absolve their misdeeds. While the Plaintiffs are hesitant to request striking of Defendants’
pleadings as the appropriate remedy, there does not readily appear to be any lesser sanction that
would be sufficient under these facts. There is simply an absence of any non-monetary sanction
short of dismissal that is an appropriate response to Defendants' acts. As this Court stated in another
case involving litigants who had perjured themselves and attempted to fabricate evidence:
Permitting this lawsuit to proceed would be an open invitation to abuse the judicial
process. Litigants would infer they have everything to gain, and nothing to lose, if
manufactured evidence merely is excluded while their lawsuit continues.
Vargas v. Peltz, 901 F. Supp. 1572, 1582 (S.D. Fla. 1995).
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Conclusion
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, Andrea Rossi and Leonardo Corporation, respectfully request
the Court enter an Order:
a. striking the pleadings of Defendants Thomas Darden, Industrial Heat, LLC, and IPH
International B.V.;
b. prohibiting Defendants and their agents from making any further contact with the
Lugano Professors;
c. alternatively, as it relates to Zalli Jaffe and Uzi Sha, (i) compelling Defendants to produce
their agents, Zalli Jaffe and Uzi Sha to appear for a deposition (and evidentiary hearing, if
necessary) in Miami, Florida to testify as to the nature of his engagement and facts related to his
communications with Dr. Levi; and (ii) deeming communications between Defendants and Zalli
Jaffe and Uzi Sha to not be attorney-client privileged communications and ordering they be
produced to Plaintiffs; and
d. granting any further relief this Court deems just and proper.

Dated: March 9, 2017.

Respectfully submitted,
/s/Brian W. Chaiken, Esq.
John W. Annesser, Esq. (FBN 98233)
jannesser@pbyalaw.com
Brian W. Chaiken, Esq. (FBN 118060)
bchaiken@pbyalaw.com
D. Porpoise Evans, Esq. (FBN 576883)
pevans@pbyalaw.com
PERLMAN, BAJANDAS, YEVOLI & ALBRIGHT, P.L.
283 Catalonia Avenue, Suite 200
Coral Gables, FL 33134
Telephone: 305.377.0086
Facsimile: 305.377.0781
Attorneys for Plaintiffs, Andrea Rossi and
Leonardo Corporation
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served by in the manner
specified below on March 9, 2017 all counsel or parties of record on the attached Service List.

/s/Brian W. Chaiken
Brian W. Chaiken, Esq.
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SERVICE LIST
Christopher R.J. Pace, Esq. (FBN 721166
cpace@jonesday.com
Christopher M. Lomax, Esq. (FBN 56220)
clomax@jonesday.com
Christina T. Mastrucci, Esq. (FBN 113013)
cmastrucci@jonesday.com
Erika S. Handelson, Esq. (FBN 91133)
ehandelson@jonesday.com
JONES DAY
600 Brickell Avenue, Suite 3300
Miami, FL 33131
- and Bernard P. Bell, Esq. (PHV)
bellb@millerfriel.com
MILLER FRIEL, PLLC
1200 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Suite 800
Washington, DC 20036
Attorneys for Defendants, Darden, Vaughn, Industrial Heat, LLC,
IPH Int’l B.V., and Cherokee Investment Partners, LLC

Service via: CM/ECF

Francisco J. León de la Barra, Esq. (FBN 105327)
fleon@acg-law.com
Fernando S. Arán, Esq. (FBN 349712)
faran@acg-law.com
ARÁN CORREA & GUARCH, P.A.
255 University Drive
Coral Gables, Florida 33134
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants, JMP, Johnson, and Bass
Service via: CM/ECF
Rodolfo Nuñez, Esq. (FBN 016950)
rnunez@acg-law.com
RODOLFO NUÑEZ, P.A.
255 University Drive
Coral Gables, Florida 33143
Attorney for Third-Party Defendants, Fabiani and USQL
Service via: CM/ECF
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
CASE NO. 1:16-CV-21199-CMA
ANDREA ROSSI, et al.,
Plaintiffs,
v.
THOMAS DARDEN, et al.,
Defendants.
___________________________________
[PROPOSED] ORDER ON PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
FOR BAD FAITH LITIGATION CONDUCT WITH ATTACHED EXHIBITS

Before the Court is Plaintiffs’ Motion for Sanctions for Bad Faith Litigation Conduct
with Attached Exhibits. The Court, having reviewed Plaintiffs’ Motion for Sanctions with
attached exhibits and being otherwise fully informed on the premises, hereby ORDERS and
ADJUDGES that:
The Plaintiffs’ Motion for Sanctions with Attached Exhibits is hereby GRANTED.
IT IS THEREORE ORDERED that:
1.

The pleadings of Defendants Thomas Darden, Industrial Heat, LLC, and IPH

International B.V. are hereby stricken, with prejudice, for engaging in bad faith litigation,
including the attempted bribery and coercion of witnesses.
2.

Monetary sanctions fail to address the severity of Defendants’ acts of witness

tampering, which threaten the public’s trust in our system of justice and disparage the core
values for which it stands.
3.

The Defendants and their agents shall not make any further contact with Giuseppe

Levi, Bo Hoistad, Evelyn Foschi and Hanno Essen for any matter.
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4.

All communications between Thomas Darden, Industrial Heat, LLC, and/or IPH

International B.V. and Zalli Jaffe and Uzi Sha shall be produced by Defendants, and any
privilege that may have attached to such documents shall hereby be deemed waived as a result of
the parties’ illegal behavior.
DONE and ORDERED in chambers, at Miami, Florida, on this _____ day of March,
2017.

_______________________________________
CECILIA M. ALTONAGA
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
cc: Counsel of Record

2
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EXHIBIT 1
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tom Darden <tdarden@industrialheat.co>
Friday, March 07, 2014 10:31 AM
Tom Sloan
Re: Industrial Heat Update 3/6/14 CONFIDENTIAL

Got it, keep me posted on whether 4/2 works, I may be able to come over then. Thanks.
Tom Da rden

919 522 4095 m
From: Tom Sloan
Sent: Friday, March 7, 2014 10:21 AM
To: Tom Darden
Subject: Re: Industrial Heat Update 3/6/14 CONADENTIAL

Thanks. We are very spread out everywhere at the moment. John is skiing in Aspen. I am going to Telluride
next week. We have a meeting scheduled for April 2. Tom
From: Tom Darden <tdarden@industrialheat.co>
Date: Friday, March 7, 201410:18 AM
To: Tom Sloan <tsloan@sloancapitalco.com>
Subject: Re: Industrial Heat Update 3/6/14 CONFIDENTIAL
By the way, I'd love to come over there and update you guys--next week is pretty free for me. I got to China
Friday.
Tom Darden

919 522 4095 m
From: Tom Sloan

Sent: Friday, March 7, 2014 10:10 AM
To: Tom Darden
Subject: Re: Industrial Heat Update 3/6/14 CONADENTIAL

Tom, thanks for your very helpful update. I really appreciate your careful and measured approach to
understanding the progress and testing of the technology. While the results are far from determined, it is clear
that the technology continues to develop serious inquiry and interest. We look forward to hearing more as you
get more definitive results. Tom
From: Tom Darden <tdarden@industrialheat.co>
Date: Friday, March 7, 2014 12:43 AM
To: Tom Darden <tdarden@industrialheat.co>, "Watkins, Thomas" <tcwatkins@schellbray.com>
Subject: Industrial Heat Update 3/6/14 CONFIDENTIAL

This report describes some of the key events at Industrial Heat (I H) in February. The sections after the Summary offer
more details for those of you with time to read a long document, but the Summary contains the salient points.
1

CONFIDENTIAL

IH-00117417
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Summary
The third independent test of Rossi's technology began Wednesday, 2/26/14 in Switzerland. The committee of professors
managing the test reported after one day that the new device appears to be generating 4-6 times as much energy as it is
consuming. However, infrared measurement methods are subject to large errors based on settings which are specific to
different materials and temperatures, so we are withholding judgment until the scientists have analyzed the data.
Over the week that the test has been running, Rossi reports daily on the output and says it continues as before. But again,
we will wait until the professors reach their final conclusions and we have a chance to review the work. We are not relying
on Rossi's informal conclusions . The inputs and outputs are being recorded on computer drives and cameras, for future
analysis by the committee of scientists, five of whom are from Sweden and two of whom are from Italy.
We are exchanging research license agreements with two very large US manufacturing companies . Both want to license
our technology, if their internal tests are successful, and both seem highly motivated. The names of the companies are
confidential.
We are increasing our patent work and spending. We have about 25 filed provisional patents now, and we are working on
more. Many were filed by Rossi, and they are very informally written, so we need to re-do this work. The US patent office
might be slightly more receptive to LENR patents now than they have been, although still not highly receptive.
Public Relations
My last update reported that word had gotten out about Industrial Heat being the entity backing Andrea Rossi's
technology. Our goal was to avoid any publicity for as long as possible, simply because LENR technology, and our
inventor specifically, are so controversial. We preferred to be identified only after achieving some success. But once we
were known to be involved, we issued a press release so that people would have some facts about who we are and why
we are interested.
Broadly, the results of the news stories have been positive. Interested technology partners have been able to reach out,
and we are having some productive conversations, detailed below.
Licensing
We have visited two large technology-based manufacturing businesses to discuss limited, research-based licenses. We
have traded drafts of such an agreement with one, and it appears they will sign something acceptable to us. Under the
discussed terms, they will assess our technology both theoretically and through testing. They will have no rights to the
technology, or very limited rights, and they will have to create a limited internal group with restricted access to
information. That group will not share their knowledge or work on other LENR projects. IH will get their data and
engineering work. Either of us can stop the process at any time.
Both of these companies are doing this because our technology, if successful, would substantially affect their businesses.
They want advance awareness and an early relationship with us so they will be at an advantage in licensing
negotiations. The second company sent another draft document to us this week to review, with conceptually similar
terms . While both companies are motivated, they are formally skeptical as well. Rossi's reputation and unpredictability add
to their skepticism, but also increase their appreciation for IH's role as an intermediary. We believe additional companies
would do similar research at no cost to us, just to be able to see if the technology might have application to their business.
In a similar vein, NASA has done general market and technical assessments of Rossi's technology as it could affect them,
based only on the last Swedish test. Their report is attached below. Interestingly, Rossi emailed me today regarding one
of his current research projects, which entails designing a jet or rocket motor using his devices. I am more interested in a
simple steam boiler or a water heater right now, but it is good to see he is thinking beyond the current test in Switzerland.
I met recently with a brilliant theoretical researcher in Greenwich, CT, who made money in financial services software and
now does LENR research in his own laboratory; and with a German financier who supports Ukrainian physicists who
believe they have a theory explaining how LENR works, and who want to build a test reactor. Both want to team up with
US.

I met also with Brillouin's entire management team, and l have spoken on the phone to their financial person several
times. You may recall that IH owns a small investment in Brillouin, as well as rights to Rossi's technology. They are
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excited about IH becoming a larger investor. but they are upset that we chose Rossi instead of them for a significant
investment--although they understand why, and they perceive Rossi is ahead of them in progress. I believe we have a
good relationship. They agreed at a handshake level that we could license their technology for China, if we make a
material investment in their company, probably $10 million. I am discussing this with some potential Chinese partners now
who would invest the capital and use the technology.

We have been contacted by several of Rossi's unhappy licensees from outside our geographic territory. We generally
have avoided such conversations. But this is happening because people see us as an aggregator of LENR technologies
and a friendly supporter, which is consistent with reality and helpful to us. Our long term goal is to gather these
technologies and researchers and get the technology out to others who can implement and do further research.
We also have been approached by people involved with two well-known entrepreneurial technology investors. with
interests in rockets and alternative energy. We have not met with them, but we might in the next 30 days. One of them
previously tried to meet with Rossi, but Rossi backed away before the meeting. I will attempt to find out why--usually the
answer is fear of technology theft. The other is a large supporter of Tri-Aipha, a fusion company in California that we
believe has spent hundreds of millions of dollars so far.
Testing and Research
I have mentioned in prior updates that the committee of mostly-Swedish physics professors that tested Rossi's reactor in
Italy in 2013 would be performing a longer and more comprehensive test. The reasons for this are several: they
apparently were impressed by what they saw last time. and they want to replicate the results, for a longer time period;
Rossi reports that they have been discussing him as a Nobel prize candidate, if his technology proves out; and Rossi
generally trusts them, so he is willing to allow them to do a test, rather than other entities that he perceives might try to
steal something. Rossi is very compelled by the second reason above, the Nobel. In fact, it has been his sole focus for the
last half year or more. He justifies this relative to his commitments to further develop IH's technology by pointing out that it
would be very good for us if he won the Nobel Prize. This is correct, although his work on designing a new reactor for the
test has delayed our overall progress. Also, a visible, public test creates public relations risk for us that may not be offset
by the benefits even of the Nobel Prize. I say all this to convey that IH is not the driver behind the Swedish professors'
test. and in fact, we are staying quite removed. But due to Rossi's extremely independent personality, the test was going
to happen regardless of our sentiments. We have chosen to be friendly and helpful to Rossi's efforts for relationship
reasons.
Regarding the test, I began writing this update in the US, but this section comes from Switzerland where I visited the test
site and met four of the professors. In my last update, I mentioned that Rossi wanted to do the test in Europe instead of
our facility to better accommodate the scientists, who have to travel back and forth.
We also like having distance between IH and this test, for several reasons. We want the test to be independent and not
influenced by us. Also, we were and still are anxious about results. We felt Rossi was hurrying to make a new design in
the last weeks before the test, and it was not properly assessed or measured in advance. It only existed for a few days
before everything was shipped to Switzerland. We have been worrying that it would fail to produce excess energy, or that
it would otherwise fail, because we had no time to test the new design to failure, meaning we do not know what
temperature the device can tolerate. After destroying and improving probably a dozen different reactor designs over 5
months, we knew their set points and safe operating parameters, short of failure. This new reactor went from pure idea to
working device to a FedEx box bound for Europe in just a few weeks.

The current test is similar to the four-day test reported in the ArXiv article from May, 2013, although it entails a different
reactor design using slightly different fuel than Rossi used in Europe or than we used in almost all our work in the US, until
just before this test. This device is perhaps 25% as big and 10% as heavy as the prior reactor, yet Rossi believes it has
similar output. The overall dimensions are roughly one foot long and 1.5" to 2" in diameter, and it weighs about 350 grams
or 3/4 pound.
In Switzerland, the testing team told me that the energy being produced by the reactor after one day exceeds that of
conventional fuels, relative to the mass of the reactor. This is a very preliminary conclusion based on rough calculations,
all to be re-done once the data can be analyzed in detail.
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The professors weighed the device before the test began, and they will compare the weight lost over the course of the
month (or longer if it keeps running) with the energy produced. They will be updating their computations along the way, so
after one day they were able to say it produced more energy than one could extract from 350 grams of anything
conventional, like gasoline or high-efficiency batteries. In the future, besides refining the energy output computations, they
will attempt to weigh the actual fuel instead of the whole reactor--they are just making preliminary observations and trying
to be conservative.
They also were being conservative, it seems, on some other relevant variables. This reactor is slightly finned, so it loses
heat from convection faster than a smooth cylinder with less surface area. Their convection loss formula is for a smootlh
cylinder. They also ignored the greater finned surface area for purposes of calculating radiated energy. They measure the
surface area as if it were smooth. These two factors might change the results by 10%. By the time the report is prepared,
they probably will use more precise formulas for these items.
My perennial caveat is that IR camera setting errors would dwarf this kind of conservatism. If they are wrong with the
settings, the results are not meaningful. They did go through a camera calibration procedure at the beginning using an
unfueled device, which is ideal. But, we do not yet know their procedure. We also can find questions or faults with the
process they are using when making their preliminary, first-day calculations, like how are they averaging the temperature
of the device when it varies greatly across the surface. This can be done appropriately, but we do not know how they will
do it. One reason we do not know these answers now is because we are trying to be respectful and discreet. We do not
want to intrude into their program aggressively, but rather to observe. Also, Rossi tends to be secretive and not open
about these topics, and he often announces conclusions that do not make sense to us or that we disagree with. So, we
are not comfortable with his responses to questions about the testing process. We think the professors are more
knowledgeable and precise--their last report was so. If they do what they did last time, we believe their conclusions should
be accurate. But all this bears watching, and in any event, we need not to rely on the results of any single test. I realize I
might sound overly cautious or skeptical in reporting on results, but this is a function of the extreme difficulty of
communicating with Rossi about measurement methods and processes.
At the test site, I met Professors Levi and Foschi from the University of Bologna, who are long-term followers of Rossi's
technology. Levi began his career at CERN, the Swiss nuclear collider and research facility, while Foschi is a young PhD.
We perceive they are quite convinced this reaction works as reported, and they clearly do not bring a skeptic's point of
view. They performed the first tests in December, 2012, which were reported in the ArXiv article along with the 2013 test,
showing generally similar results. The latter test had multiple other participants.
I also met Professors Pettersson and Hoistad from Uppsala University in Sweden. They were colleagues of Sven
Kullander, a highly respected Swedish nuclear physicist, whom Rossi believes was the head of the committee that selects
the winner of the physics Nobel prize. Kullander was the leader of the initiative to test Rossi's device. He died
unexpectedly from a heart attack last month, while undergoing chemotherapy treatment. Rossi spoke to him about final
plans for these Swiss tests only 6 hours before he died, and Kullander's son spoke at the· funeral about his father's belief
that Rossi's work was the most important development in science in many decades. Rossi believed his chance of winning
the prize were extremely high under Kullander, who carried great weight in the physics world. He believes Hoistad has
taken Kulllander's place as leader of the Nobel committee. He is a great guy, but he lacks Kullander's broad reputation
and awareness, so he probably does not have such a deciding vote. None of these roles are publicly known, so these
beliefs by Rossi cannot be verified. Also, we might prefer that the professors all be skeptics and think it does not work,
instead of being more optimistic about it. Rossi and Fulvio Fabiani say they were much more skeptical when they came
for the last test, but after that, they changed their opinions.
The two Swedes in attendance were quite convinced that something important is happening. They said this, and they are
investing time and reputation risk in this effort. They are mystified by the unwillingness of many professors to realize that
some kind of LENR reactions occur (aside from ours), and that these reactions demonstrate there is a fundamental error
in current physics theory. The Swedes hope that scientists will be able to acknowledge that one or more of the thousands
of reports of anomalous excess energy are true, so therefore there is a flaw in their broader theories. Unraveling this flaw
could be very important, beyond energy applications.
Also participating in this test will be Hanna Essen, Lars Tegner and Torbjorn Hartman, who participated in the last test.
They have reached agreement with Rossi that they will visit unannounced at various times in the next 30 days, and
Pettersson and Hoistad plan to return also. Rossi and Fulvia Fabiani, his primary assistant, plan to stay throughout the
next month and maybe for as long as 90 days. At the end of 30-90 days, assuming the machine is still operating, the
mass vs. energy output analysis will be very clear--subject as always to one's confidence in the IR settings. The data are
being logged on drives throughout the test, and we will have access to the data.
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Prior to beginning work in Switzerland, we saw results that were more compelling than we had seen previously during our
testing and development period, from September, 2013 through January, 2014. Similar results were reported to have
occurred in Italy, before we were involved, but we had not seen dramatic evidence of energy production. And, we
definitely had seen reactors not working at all. But I mentioned in my last update that we saw a reactor explode from the
inside, relatively dramatically, as others had exploded in Italy. These explosions are not very violent, just a pressure
release and a burst of energy blowing out the side for a couple of feet and a few seconds. We have since dismantled that
reactor and saw that prior to exploding, it expanded or swelled by about 1/4". It was made from stainless steel, 1/4" thick
and only about 1.25" in diameter, so it is extremely strong. This could only happen through a combination of very high
temperature plus high pressure. Stainless steel melts at 1500 degrees C, far beyond our operating external temperatures,
and we do not think the electricity we were using could have been sufficient to do this, implying that the energy came from
inside the core. Of note, we changed the fuel formula right before building this device, and that fuel is being used in the
device undergoing testing in Switzerland. Almost all the fuel used previously in Raleigh was different, and apparently less
effective, because those devices never melted and exploded. All of our earlier failures were electrical in nature.
We are building tiny glass reactors for rapid testing purposes. Our cost per test has dropped from thousands of dollars to
about $25. We have been seeing flashes of energy in the fuel when it is heated. Our goal is to be able to see and record
the intensity of reactions occurring with different fuel materials. We think this also could help us with patents because it
will be harder to deny enablement, or that something happens, which is the basis for the US patent office's anti-LENR
policy. If we have a video showing something occurring, that may be persuasive. We like these tests because they are
very inexpensive, and they will be important for our patent development if they are in fact easy to see. But broadly, we
intend to hand serious, long-term assessment and testing over to large engineering entities that have much greater
capability than ours.
Conclusion
We are all feeling anxious these days because we are in the middle of a very public test. The early results have been
positive, which is a relief especially when compared to how we were feeling about the probability of success right before
the test began. However, we are completely reserving judgment regarding the output, waiting to see the data and the
Swedish professors' conclusions.
Our primary work now focuses on intellectual property development and on developing business partnerships. We want
to acquire other technology rights and to find deployment partners that can implement. We want to see LENR
technologies developed by larger, more sophisticated companies.

Please reach out with any questions or comments. I would like to meet with any of you to discuss IH at any time, and I
would enjoy getting the benefit of your insights. Thank you for your support.

Tom Darden
Industrial Heat
919 522 4095
tdarden@induslrialhea l.co
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Observation of abundant heat production from a reactor device
and of isotopic changes in the fuel
Giuseppe Levi
Bologna University. Bologna, Italy
Evelyn Foschi
Bologna, Italy
Bo Hoistad. Roland Pettersson and Lars Tegner
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden
Hanno Essen
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockhohn, Sweden

ABSTRACT
New results are presented from an extended experimental investigation of anomalous heat production in a special type of
reactor tube operating at high temperatures. The reactor, named E-Cat, is charged with a small amount of hydrogen-loaded
nickel powder plus some additives, mainly Lithium. The reaction is primarily initiated by heat from resistor coils armmd the
reactor tube. Measurements of the radiated power from the reactor were performed with high-resolution thermal imaging
cameras. The measurements of electrical power input were performed with a large bandwidth three-phase power analyzer.
Data were Gollected dw·ing 32 days of running in March 2014. The reador operating point was set to about 1260 oc in the
frrst half of the run, and at about 1400 °C in the second half. The measured energy balance between input and output heat
yielded a COP factor of about 3.2 and 3.6 for the 1260 oc and 1400 oc nms, respectively The total net energy obtained
during the 32 days run was about 1.5 MWh. Tlris amount of energy is far more than can be obtained from any knovvn
chemical sources in the small reactor volume.
A sample of the fuel was carefully examined with respect to its isotopiG composition before the nm and after the nm, using
several standard methods: XI'S, EDS, SIMS, ICP-MS and ICP-AES. The isotope composition in Lithium and Nickel was
found to agree with the natural composition before the nm, while after the run it was found to have changed substantially.
Nuclear reactions are therefore indicated to be present in the rm1 process, which however is hard to reconcile with the fact
that no radioactivity was detected outside the reactor during the run.

1. Introduction

This paper presents the results from a new extended study carried out on the ''E-Cat" reactor, a device
invented by Andrea Rossi. Various tests of this reactor have indicated that an excessive amount of heat is
generated from a fuel consisting of hydrogen-loaded nickel powder plus some additives. The heat generating
process is initiated by heat from resistor coils around the reactor tube. In addition, the resistor coils are fed with some
specific electromagnetic pulses. The E-Cat reactor was tested in March 2013 by the same collaboration
performing the present test and a report is given in ref. [1]. The March 2013 test showed indeed a clear
indication that abnormal heat was generated, i.e. that the amount of heat could not be explained by any
chemical processes in the limited volume of the reactor tube. This striking result prompted us to investigate
this phenomenon further. Therefore a second test has now been performed, this time over a much longer
period of time (32 days). Also, additional instrumentation was employed to fmihcr improve and secure the
experimental conditions during the nm. A longer test was also motivated to investigate the long term
stability of the E-Cat operation, as well as running it at two different operational settings for comparison.
Furthennore, and more impmiantly, we wanted to investigate if the nuclear composition of the fuel had
changed due to the heat generating process. Such an investigation is indispensable in order to find out if the
heat generating process has its origin in transformations at the nuclear level. A careful analysis of the fuel
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isotope composition has therefore been performed on samples taken by us before and after the experimental
run using the standard methods of SIMS, XPS, EDS and the chemical element analysis ICP-MS and ICPAES.
In the course or the year rollowing the previous tests, the E-Cat's technology was lransrerred lo Industrial
Heat LLC, United States, where it was replicated and improved. The present E-Cat reactor is therefore an
improved version running at higher temperature than the one used in the March 2013 experiment. The
general experimental procedure in the present test was the same as in the March test, i.e. the input power was
carefully monitored with appropriate instruments. and the output power was determined by measuring the
emitted radiation as well as calculating the heal dissipation rrom convection. The lest started with a run with
no fuel in the reactor in order to make sure that our experimental set-up gave a perfect balance between the
measured input and output power.
Since we required that our measurements be carried out in an independent laboratory with our own
equipment, the experiment was purposely sel-up and hosted within an industrial establishment which was not
in any way connected with Andrea Rossi's businesses or those of his partners. The test was thus performed
in Barbengo (Lugano ), Switzerland, in a laboratory placed at our disposal by Officine Ghidoni SA.

2. Reactor characteristics and experimental setup
The reactor investigated on this occasion is outwardly quite different from the ones used in the tests held in
the past years. Its external appearance is that of an alumina cylinder. 2 em in diameter and 20 em in length.
ending on both sides with t\vo cylindrical alumina blocks (4 em in diameter, 4 em in length), non-detachable
from the body of the reactor, which hencef011h will be referred to as "caps". An image of the reactor is given
in Figure 1. Whereas the surface of the caps is smooth, the outer surface of the body of the E-Cat is molded in
triangular ridges, 2.3 mm high and 3.2 mm wide at the base, covering the entire smface and designed to
improve convective thermal exchange (cylinder diameter is calculated from the bases of the ridges). In this
way, the current model orE-Cal is capable or attaining higher temperatures than the earlier models, avoiding
internal melting, a previously fairly frequent occurrence [ 1].

Figure l.Weighing theE-Cat after the test (452 g). The ridges along the body of the reactor increase the
dissipation surface for natural heat convection. The power supply cables run through the two cylindrical
extremities (termed ·'caps"), and were cut prior to weighing.
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Three braided high-temperature grade Inconel cables exit from each of the two caps: these are the resistors
wound in parallel non-overlapping coils inside the reactor. A thermocouple probe, inserted into one of the
caps, allows the control system to manage power supply to the resistors by measuring the internal
temperature of the reactor. The hole for the thermocouple probe is also the only access point for the fuel
charge. The them10couple probe cable is inserted in an alumina cement cylinder, which acts as a bushing and
perfectly fits the hole, about 4 mm in diameter. When charging the reactor, the bushing is pulled out, and the
charge is inserted. After the thermocouple probe has been lodged back in place, the bushing is sealed and
secured with alumina cemenl. To extract the charge, pliers are used to open the seal.
The resistors and the copper cables of the three-phase power supply are connected outside the caps, in the
classic delta configuration. For 50 em from the reactor, the power cables are contained in hollow alumina
rods (three per side), 3 em in diameter (Figure 2). The purpose of the rods is to insulate the cables and
protect the connections.

Figure 2.The E-Cat, installed on its metal frame. Note the two sets ofthree alumina rods (one per side)
thermally and electrically insulating the supply cables that run through them. On the left, the cable
connecting to the K-lype probe may be seen. The strut under the center of the reactor has been covered
with alumina cement, which provides thermal insulation of the reactor from the strut.

The E-Cat's control apparatus consists of a three-phase TRIAC power regulator, driven by a programmable
microcontroller; its maximum nominal power consumption is 360 W. The regulator is driven by a
potentiometer used to set the operating point (i.e. the current through the resistor coils, normally 40-50
Amps), and by the temperature read by the reactor's thermocouple.
Both the reactor and the rods lie on a metal frame, the points of contact with the frame being them1ally
insulated with alumina cement. The whole frame lies on an insulating rubber mat on the floor (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Experiment setup for the measurements. foreground: reactor control system, the two PCEs for electric power
measurements, and one of the multimeters used to verify that no DC components were present. Background: reactor, the
two them1al imagery cameras. Note the 6 dosimeters (pairs of red and blue rectangles: 2 on wall, two to the left of
reactor, and two to the right, on the fitr ends orthe metal frame) fi>r radiation emission measurements.

As in the previous tests, the calculation of the E-Cat' s average power and energy production was performed
by evaluating the power emitted both by radiation and convection. Our instruments consisted of tvvo thermal
imaging cameras lo measure average surface temperatures, lwo power and harmonics analyzers for electrical
consumption measurements, and three digital multimeters to measure any possible DC component in the
power supply.
The cameras used were two Optris PI 160 Thermal Imagers, one provided with a 30° x 23° lens and 160 x
120 pixel UFPA sensors, capable of reading temperatures up lo 900°C, the other wilh a 48° x37° lens,
capable of measuring temperatures up to l500°C. The spectral range for both cameras is from 7.5 to 13 J.ll11.
The power analyzers were two PCE 830 units from PCE Instmments, capable of measuring, and displaying
on an LCD display, electric cmrent, voltage and power values, as well as the corresponding waveforms.
These instruments are capable of reading voltage and AC current values up to 5 kHz.
The choice of instruments was warranted both by the straightforwardness of the experimental setup and the
precision of the instruments themselves. Designing a calorimetric measurement by means of a cooling fluid
would have been more complex, especially in the light of the high temperatures reached by the £-Cat.
All lhe inslrumenls used during lhe lesl are properly of lhe authors of lhe present paper, and were calibrated
in their respective manufacturers' laboratories. Moreover, once in Lugano, a further check was made to
ensure that the PCEs and theIR cameras were not yielding anomalous readings. For this purpose, before the
official commencement of the test, both PCEs were individually connected to the power mains selected for
powering the reactor. For each of the three phases, readings retumed a value of 230 = 2V, which is
appropriate for an industrial establishment power network. The TR cameras, on lhe other hand, were focused
on circular tabs of adhesive material of ce11ified emissivity (henceforth referred to as "dots"'). The relevant
readings were compared to those obtained from a thermocouple used to measure ambient temperature, and
were found to be consistent with the latter, the differences being < 1°C.
Throughout lhe lesl, all the above inslrumenls were connected lo lhe same computer, wherein all lhe
acquired data was saved. For both the PCEs and the IR cameras, data acquisition frequency was set at 0.5
Hz.
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Figure 4_Wiring diagram_ The two PCEs are located one upstream and one downstream from the control
instruments, a TRIAC three-phase power regulator driven by a potentiometer and by the temperature read
by the K-probe_ The resistors are connected in delta configuration (SW = Switch, C =Connection Box)_
""fote that, in the text, the three cables running from the control system to C are termed C], whereas the six
cables running !rom C to the reactor are tem1ed C 2 _

Figure 4 details the electrical connections of all elements of the experimental setup. The two PCEs were
inserted one upstream and one downstream of the control unit: the first allowed us to measure the cunent,
voltage and power supplied to the system by the power mains; the second measured these same quantities as
input to the reactor. Readings were consistent, showing the same cunent waveform; furthennore, they
enabled us to measure the power consumption of the control system, which, at full capacity, was seen to be
the same as the nominal value declared by the manufacturer.
Special attention was given to measuring the current and voltage input to the system: the absence or any DC
component in the power supply was verified in various occasions in the course of the test, by means of
digital multimeters and supplementary clamp ammeters. We also verified that all the ham1onics of the
waveforms input to the system were amply included in the range measurable by the PCEs (Figure 5). The
three-phase cunent line supplying all the energy used for the test came from an electrical panel belonging to
the establishment hosting our laboratory, to which further unrelated three-phase current equipment was
connected.
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Figure S.The PCE display downstream from the control unit. On the left. one can see the current's
waveshape (identical in both PCEs), on the right its harmonics analysis. Note that the PCE is capable of
correctly measuring up to 100 harmonics, though with diminishing precision. The figure reveals that all
the most important harmonics are contained within the 20th harmonic, and, therefore, that all the wave
shape harmonics input to the system lie within the PCE's measuring range.

David Bianchini, MSc and expen in radiation detection, was in charge of assessing possible ionizing
radiation and neutrons emitted by the reactor charge, before, during and after operation. For this purpose, he
provided the following instruments: a scintillation probe, a neutron radiation detector, a Geiger probe and
various thermo luminescent dosimeters. For all types of radiation taken into consideration, background
radiation was measured beforehand, both inside the laboratory where the test took place, and in various
premises belonging to the establishment hosting us. Subsequently, Bianchini evaluated the possible presence
of alpha, beta and gamma radiation by applying his instruments directly to the powder that was subsequently
inserted into the reactor. The same operation was repeated after the end of the test on the powder extracted
from the reactor. In both cases, no signs of activity were found. Similar readings were petformed on the ECat, both during the dummy run without charge powder, and during normal operation. Several dosimeters
located in the vicinity of the reactor were in operation during the entire 32 days of the test, for detecting
neutron radiation. A detailed report on these operations and the results thereof is supplied as Appendix 1 to
lhe presenl paper.

3. Experimental procedure

The first phase of the test was dedicated to measuring the ''dummy reactor··. i.e. theE-Cat operating without
its intemal charge. Conservation of energy dictates that all power supplied to the dummy reactor from the
electric power line be dissipated as thermal energy to the environment by means of radiation and
convection. Therefore, by comparing power input, as measured by the two power analyzers, to power output
as measured by us, we were able to ascertain that no overestimation had occurred. Tn other words, the data
relevant to the dummy reactor served the purpose of checking the method used. However, it was not meant
to compare the operation of the loaded reactor to the dummy run. In fact, such a procedure would have
required that the same amount of power be supplied to the dummy and to the reactor. Moreover, at the start
of the measurements. there was no way of !mowing what input power the loaded reactor would have
absorbed. Tn facl, il is well known lhal some Tnconel cables have a crystalline slruclure lhat is modified by
temperature, and are capable of withstanding high currents only if they are operated at the appropriate
temperature. If these conditions are not met, microscopic melt spots are liable to occur in the cables. So,
there was some fear of fracturing the ceramic body, due to the lower temperature of the thermal generators
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with respect to the loaded reactor. For these reasons, power to the dummy reactor was held at below 500 W,
in order to avoid any possible damage to the apparatus.
The dummy reactor was switched on at 12:20 PM of 24 February 2014 by Andrea Rossi who gradually
broughl il to lhe power level requested by us. Rossi laler intervened lo switch off lhe dummy, and in lhe
following subsequent operations on the E-Cat: charge insertion, reactor startup, reactor shutdown and
powder charge extraction. Throughout the test, no further intervention or interference on his part occurred;
moreover, all phases of the test were monitored directly by the collaboration.
"Dots" of known emissivity, necessary to subsequent dala acquisition, were placed in various places on lhe
cable rods. It was not possible to perform this operation on the dummy reactor itself (and a.fortiori on the ECat), because the temperatures attained by the reactor were much greater than those sustainable by the dots.
We also found that the ridges made thermal contact with any thennocouple probe placed on the outer
surface of the reactor extremely critical, making any direct temperature measurement with the required
precision impossible. Therefore, in lhe course of the lesl, we sel lhe camera software lo emissivity values
valid for several alumina thermal ranges. However, in order to acquire from the literature a more adequate
emissivity vs. temperature trend, it was necessary to know some of the characteristics of the material the
reactor was made of, such as its composition and degree of purity. For this purpose, upon completion of the
test we took a sample of the material constituting the reactor; subsequently, Prof. Ennio Bonetti (Bologna)
subjected it to X-Ray spectroscopy. The results confirmed that it was indeed alumina, with a purity of at
least 99%. Details of this analysis will be found in Appendix 2.
After 23 hours· operation, the dummy reactor was switched off and disconnected from the power cables, to
allow for one of the caps to be opened and the powder to be inserted. The powder had been previously
placed in a small envelope, weighed (aboul 1 g), and then transferred loa lesl lube so lhal Bianchini could
perform radioactivity measurements on it, after placing it in a low background lead well. Lastly, the contents
of the test tube were poured inside the reactor, in the presence of a member of the experimental team. The
leads were reconnected and the cap sealed with a mixture of water and alumina powder cement. The E-Cat
was placed once again on its metal frame, and power was fed to it, the voltage being increased in
progressive steps.
Upon completion of the gradual stmiup process procedure, the thermal camera indicated an average
temperature for the body of the reactor of 1260°C, while the PCE recorded an electric power input to theECat fluctuating at around 810 W. Although we had been informed that theE-Cat was capable of operating at
higher power values, we had previously decided lo keep lo lhe lower value, and for almost 10 days no
adjustments to the apparatus were made.
After this initial period, we noticed that the feedback system had gradually cut back the input current, which
was yielding about 790 W. We therefore decided to increase the power, and set it slightly above 900 W.
Thereby, we also obtained an important second measurement point. In a few :minutes, lhe reactor body
reached a temperature close to 1400°C. Subsequent calculation proved that increasing the input by roughly
100 watts had caused an increase of about 700 watts in power emitted. The speed with which the
temperature had risen persuaded us to desist from any further attempt to increase the power input to the
reactor. As we had no way of substituting the device in case of breakage or melting of internal parts, we
decided to exercise caution and continue operating the reactor at ca. 900 W.
We also chose not to induce the ON/OFF power input mode used in the March 2013 test, despite the fact
that we had been informed that the reactor was capable of operating under such conditions for as long a time
as necessary. That power input mode, however, would have caused significant temperature increases during
the brief intervals of time in which power was fed to the reactor. Moreover, the emissivity of alumina is
temperature-dependent: this would have made all calculations troublesome and rendered analysis of the
acquired data difficult.
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In all the days that followed, no alterations were made to the instrumental apparatus or to the supply voltage.
The dummy run was filmed and saved to a single them1ography file; likewise, only one relevant file was
produced by the PCE. But for the test on the E-Cat, we decided to save the data - both from the thermal
camera constantly focused on the reactor body and from the PCE on two-day intervals, yielding a total of
16 files from each instrument. This was done to avoid creating very large files, the accidental loss of which
would have been inconvenient: moreover, it allowed us to perform preliminary analyses on the earliest data
recorded. The other IR camera was primarily used to frame the hollow rods containing the power cables,
and its position was changed often in the course of the test. When experimental conditions were seen to be
constant it would be pointed towards various parts of the reactor as well as of the rods, in order to verify the
symmetry of heat emission and thus yield a more comprehensive picture of the thermal behavior of the
system.
About 32 days from startup, on the 29 March 2014, at 11:40, the E-Cat was shut down, after gradually
reducing its input power. The shutdown date had already been decided when organizing the test and had
nothing to do with the potential of the reactor, which was running normally. Therefore, no assumption may
be made on the life of the powder charge, nor, consequently, on the total energy density of the reactor
charge ,which means that the values found are only indicative oflower limits.
After cooling, the E-Cat was again opened by breaking one of the caps, and the powder was collected and
put in a test tube. After Bianchini's readings, pe1formed in a matter similar to those in the first phase, the test
tube was handed back to us for fmiher analysis, the results of which will presented in paragraph 8.

4. Data analysis method
4.1 Radiant power

Radiant power emitted both by the dummy reactor and by the E-Cat was calculated by means of the StefanBoltzmann formula:
(1)

where £ is a parameter that assumes values ranging from 0 to 1, and represents the emissivity of a body,
whereas o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, the Yalue of which is 5.67·10-8 [W/m2K4 ].
Knowing the value of £ is of prime importance. both for the calculation of power emitted, and for reading
temperatures with an IR camera. an instrument which does not measure the relevant parameter directly, but
deduces it by means of a formula haying several variables which must be supplied. Every thermal camera
contains a detector where sensitive components generate an electric signal proportional to the IR radiation
received. This signal is then amplified and processed by the device· s electronics, and converted into an
output signal proportional to the temperature of the object. This proportionality is expressed by an algorithm
dependent on several parameters, such as the internal temperature of the detector (read directly by the camera
sensors), ambient temperature. and the emissivity of the radiant body. The user sets the last two parameters
before acquiring the data, but they may be also modified in the course of the analysis, because the camera
software is capable of re-elaborating stored results and re-adapting them to new settings. For an in-depth
description on how the cameras used by us work, see [2].
From the analyses performed on the sample taken from the reactor, we determined that the material
constituting the outer shell is 99% pure alumina (Appendix 2); better yet, that impurities, if present, are
below the experimental limit of measurement. We therefore retrieved from the literature [3] a discrete-point
plot of the emissivity of said material as a function of temperatme (Figure 6), and extracted from it the
Yalues necessary to reproduce the trend as a continuous line (Plot 1).
The error associated with the plot's trend has been measured at ± 0.01 for each value of emissivity: this
uncertainty has been taken into account when calculating radiant energy.
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Figure 6.Trend of alumina emissivity vs. temperature; from l3 J.
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Plot l.Alumina emissivity trend as a function of temperature, reproduced from data extracted from the
plot in Figure 6 [3].

During the data analysis. in order to account for the several values of s and the, at times, uneven distribution
of heat, each thermography file was divided in an appropriate number of areas, to which the StefanBoltzmann formula was applied. The values for ::: relevant to each area were assigned recursively, by
conecting the settings until the same matching between temperature and emissivity indicated by Plot 1 was
achieved. Iterative methods for determining the emissivity of an observed object are well known in the
literature: some examples may be found in l4J, l5 j.
It was not possible to extract any sample of the material constituting the rods, as this is firmer than that of the

reactor. The rods were made of pure alumina, crystallized however with a different degree of fineness due to
the industrial origin of their manufacture.
We therefore took the same emissivity trend found in the literature as reference; but, by applying emissivity
reference dots along the rods, we were able to adapt that curve to this specific type of alumina, by directly
measuring local emissivity in places close to the reference dots (Figure 7).
An example of all these procedures will be given in detail only for the dummy reactor, in paragraph 5.
9
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Figure 7. Detail of a thermography image of the rods to the right of the E-Cat. The circular bright spot is a reference
"dot" (Ti0 2 on Kapton film) which has higher emissivity (0.95) than that of alumina. and thus appears to be hotter. The
temperature read on this dot (235°C) is the actual temperature of the tube. The temperature at the rectangle next to the
circle (237.5 °C) is obtained by setting an emissivity value for alumina found in the literature [3.] The difference lies
within the errors associated to the measurements.

4.2 Convection

In order to calculate the heat dissipated by convection, two different kinds of surfaces must be taken into
consideration, the smooth cylindrical surfaces of the rods and reactor caps, and the ridged cylinder of the
reactor body.
If one identifies both the rods and the reactor caps as cylinders immersed in air, one may, for each of them,
calculate the heat Q emitted by convection per time m1it by means of Newton's relation. If Ta indicates air
temperature, A the surface area of a cylinder, and T, the cylinder's temperature, we have:

Q = hA(Ts-Ta) = hAL'.T [W]

(2)

where h defines the thermal exchange coefficient [W/m 2K].
Calculating h is the fundamental problem of thermal convection calculation, and has been tackled by various
authors more or less empirically (See f.i. [6], [7], and [8]). Tn the specific case of cylindrical surfaces, one of
the more commonly used expressions is the following one:
(3)

where k indicates the coefficient of thermal conductivity of air [W/mK], C and n are two constants, Ra is
Rayleigh's number, and D the diameter of the cylinder. Rayleigh's number is a dimensionless parameter
given by the following expression:
(4)

where g [m/s2] is gravitational acceleration, ~[K-1 ] is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, which,
for an ideal gas (applied here to air for simplicity) is= 1/T; next, v lm 2/sj is kinematic viscosity, and a lm 2/sj
is thermal diffusivity. Coefficients ~' k, a, and v are all temperature-dependent, and must be calculated at the
so-called "film temperature" Tf = (T, + Ta) I 2. Plots 2, 3, and 4 express these trends for a range of
temperatures from 100 to 1000 K and have been taken from the data reponed in Appendix A of [9].
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Plots 2, 3, and 4.Trends of thermal conductivity k [W/mK], kinematic viscosity v [m2 /s], and thermal
diffusivity a [m 2/s] of air in function of temperature, reproduced from data found in the literature [9]. The
convention used to present munerical values of the properties is illustrated by this example: for I = 300
[K] we have k · 10'= 26.3 [W/mK],v · 106 = 15.9 [m2 /s], and a · 106= 22.5 [m2 /s]: therefore k = 0.026
[W/mK], v = 0.000016 and a= 0.000023.
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The Rayleigh number expresses the ratio of buoyancy forces to viscous forces, and its value is indicative of
the laminar-turbulent transition, which occurs when Ra > l 09 Constants C and n are dependent on the value of
Ra, according to what is expressed by Table 1 [9].

Ra
10 10-10
2

10- -10

2

2

c

n

0.675

0.058

1.020 0.148

102-104

0.850 0.188

10 1-10"

0.480 0.250

107-1012

0.125

0.333

Table l.Values of the constants C and n corresponding to variations oC the Rayleigh numher.

Thermal flow emitted by the body of the reactor by natural convection may be in tum calculated by an
expression suitable to objects having circular fins, to which our ridges may be compared for simplicity's
sake. Figure 8 shows a single circular fin, triangular in profile. This shape is the closest possible to the
reactor's ridges. and is appropriate to represent them.

Figure 8. Representation of a circular fin having triangular profile. Its shape is very similar to
that of the reactor ridges, and was used as a model to calculate natural convection.

Let us then approximate the body of the reactor to that of a cylinder having N fins, each one having surface
Ar. If we take At as the its total surface, we have:
(5)

The length of the reactor body is given by L = 200 mm, and that of the base of each ridge is given by iSb =
3.25 mm. If we compare this to a finned cylinder having no space between fins, the number of ridges/fins
along it is = N = L I b0 ;::::; 61. For the area of each fin, we have:
(6)
2

where ra is the distance between the axis of the cy lindcr and the tip of a fin, = 1.23 · 10- [ m], while rb is the
radius of the cylinder= 1.0·10-2[m] (Figure 8). Note how this formula for the area is actually fit for fins
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having a rectangular, not triangular, profile; this approximation is however commonly used, as one may see
f.i.in [ 10].
We may calculate the total thermal power emitted by convection by the reactor body in the following manner
[9]:
Q = NTJhA£(T,-Ta) [W]

(7)

assuming that coefficient his equivalent of what one would have for a finless surface.

This coefficient is therefore calculated as in (3), referring to a cylinder having the size of the reactor but
completely devoid of fins (see here r9l). Parameter TJ represents here the efficiency of each fin, and is an
index of its thermal perfonnance. Since the driving potential for cmwection is expressed by the difference in
temperatures between a body and its exchange fluid, it is obvious that the maximum thennal flow for a fm
would be had if its entire surface were at the same temperature as its base. However, as each fin is
characterized by a finite resistance to thermal conduction, there will always be a thermal gradient along it,
and the condition given above is a mere idealization. Therefore, the efficiency for a fin is defined as the ratio
of heat actually exchanged with air to its the maximum ideal amount. In the case of a fin having triangular
profile, one may calculate the trend of 11 as a function of a dimensionless parameter m, equal to:
m = b(2h I kob)u"with b = r .- rb = 2.3 ·

w-' [m]; k [W/:mK]: thermal conductivity of the cylinder

(8)

This trend may be seen in Figure 9; for calculation details see [ 10].

hn pammclcr. m =

Figure 9. A plot showing the efficiency of a circular fin having triangular profile. From

llOJ.

4.3 Joule heating in the cables

The cables supplying power to the reactor are made of copper and are several meters long. In the present run
of the E-Cat the current flow may actually be higher than 40 A. For this reason, it is expedient to evaluate
what portion of the current, fed to the system by the power mains, is dissipated by the cables as Joule heat.
Figure 4 shows the cable layout from mains to load: three copper cables exit the power regulator, one for
each phase. three meters in length each, with a cross-profile of 12.00 mm2 • In order to allow the delta
configuration connection of the resistors, each of these cables is connected to another two cables, 2 m m
length each, having a cross-section of 12.45 mm2 •
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Given that the resistivity of copper is= 0.0175 Q I m mm2, one may easily deduce that the electrical
resistance of the three cables exiting the regulator (Circuit 1, C 1) is= R 1 = 4.375·10-3 Q, whereas that of the
cables splitting off from these (Circuit 2, C2 ) is = R 2 = 2.811 · 1o-3!2.
We may calculate the dissipated heat to the limited exlenl of the dummy reactor: the results relevanllo theECat will be given in Table 7, due to the fact that the average current values changed from day to day.
Measurements perfonned during the dummy nm with the PCE and ammeter clamps allowed us to measure an
average current. for each of the three Ct cables, of It = 19.7A. and, for each C 2 cable, a current of It i 2 = h =
9.85 A. The evaluation of heal dissipated by the first circuit is:
(9)

For the second circuit we have:
(10)
By adding the results, we have the total thermal power dissipated by the entire wiring of the dummy.
Jf'totdummy

= 5.1 + 1.6 = 6.7 ~ 7[W]

(11)

In the calculations that follow. relevant to the dummy reactor and the £-Cat' s power production and
consumption, the walls dissipated by Joule healing will be subtracted from the power supply values.
Note that the copper cables, 12.45 mm2 in cross section, nm through most of the six alumina rods, inside of
which they are joined by a connecting terminal to the Inconel cables coming from the reactor. The length of
Inconcl cable inside the rods is but a few centimeters long. Therefore, if one considers that the copper cables
run through almost the whole length of the rods (50 em), it is possible to calculate what fraction of the 7 W
given by (11) is emitted within the six rods themselves. For each of the six 50 em lengths of copper cable, the
relevant resistance is 7.028·10-4!2. From (10) we see that the heat dissipated inside the rods by the copper
cables is= 6 · (7.028 · 10-4 · (9.85)2) = 0.4 W, that is to say, about 6% of the heat emitted by all the copper
cables together. It is obvious that the heat emitted by the rods (which shall be calculated in detail in the next
paragraph) is only in the least part generated by the cables running through them: on the contrary, that heat
originates almost exclusively from the reactor, which, by conduction through the short lengths of Inconel
cables coming from the caps, transmits it to the rods.

5. Analysis of data obtained from the dummy reactor
In order to determine the radiated and convection heat emitted by the dummy reactor, one must first of all
find its surface temperature.
Figure 10 shows an image taken from the dummy's thetmography file, processed for data analysis. Each cap
has been divided into three parts, while the central body of the reactor has been divided into 10 parts. For
each part, the measurements are as follows:
Caps: (2n; ·Reap ·Leap)/ 3 = 1.67 · 1o-3m2
Dummy reactor body: (2n · Rreactor

· L,eactor) /

(12)
3

10 = 1.25 · 10- m

2

(13)

where R indicates tap radius in (12) and reactor body radius in ( 13). L indicates the relevant lengths; for the
reactor, the radius is that of the body without the ridges.
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Figure 10. Detail of a thermography image from the dummy reactor mn. The image was divided into
several areas; the most appropriate emissivity settings were applied to each area.

An emissivity value has been assigned to each area, recursively calculated on the basis of the trend in Plot 1.
The method applied for assigning the values is set f011h in Tables 2a and 2b, by using as an example the
results of a randomly chosen area, in our case Area No.5, at a randomly chosen instant.
Table 2a
£assigned

Table 2b

T obtained
CC)

£forT
obtained

£assigned

1.00---->

366.6---->

0.76

0.76---->

426.6---->

0.71---->
0.69---->

T obtained

CC)

£forT
obtained

0.5---->

541.2---->

0.62

0.71

0.62---->

478.3---->

0.68

443.1---->

0.69

0.68---->

454.0---->

0.69

450.3---->

0.69

0.69---->

450.3---->

0.69

Tables 2a, 2b. Examples of values recursively assigned to emissivity. In the first table, the initial value is
set at 1.00, whereas in the second table it is set at 0.5. In both cases, one sees that the correct emissivity
assigned to Area 5 is 0.69. This proves that the method adopted here is independent of the starting value
assigned to E.

The IR camera was recording past the initial moments during which the dummy reactor was heating up, and
up to a point at which it was operating at normal capacity. The file run was then slopped, and an emissivity
reference value of 1 was set for each area. As one may see in the first table, for the instant chosen, the mean
temperature of Area 5 indicated by the thermal camera's software is = 366.6°C for £ = 1. From the curve (E
vs. T), one can see that, for that mean temperature, the conect emissivity value would be 0.76; the next step
is therefore changing the emissivity of area 5 according to this new value. Wc thus get a new estimate for the
:mean temperature of the area as 426.6°C, for which, according to the emissivity curve, one should have £ =
0.71. This procedure is continued until one gets a conect matching between emissivity and temperature,
which- in the above case of area 5 -yields£= 0.69 and T = 450.3°C. In order to prove that this :method
does not depend on the initial emissivity value chosen, Table 2b shows what happens when the initial value
of£ has been nominally set at 0.5. As one may sec, after a certain number of iterations, the same final result
is found. After establishing what emissivity value settings were to be used for each area, we extracted the
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temperatures relevant to all the 23 hours of the dummy run, and averaged them, obtaining a single final value
for each one of them (for Area 5, this was = 450.3°C). This method was applied to all the areas of the
dummy reactor, as well as to the rods and to the E-Cat as we shall see.
A possible source of error in the calculation of the mean temperatures (and, consequenlly, in that of emitted
power) must be seen in the uncertainty with which one reads the values of curve (<. vs. T). This uncertainty,
valued at± 0.01, was used to calculate the error to be associated with each result. In the case of area 5, for
instance, all calculations were first performed for£= 0.69, then for£= 0.68 (i.e.£= 0.69 -0.01), and finally
for£= 0.70 (i.e.£= 0.69 + 0.01). The difference between the results obtained in the last two cases, compared
lo the first resull, is the percentage error soughl. Tn this manner, temperature nuclualions in each area with
time, for which one would have to constantly reset emissivity, are also taken into account.
The maximum value reached by area 5 during the whole measurement was equal to 469°C, which would
conespond to£= 0.68, whereas the minimum value was equal to 443°C, which would warrant£= 0.69.
After reckoning the average temperatures for each area, we calculated the watts emitted by radiation and
convection for each area, and upon adding these, arrived at the total power dissipated by the dummy reactor.
More specifically, for each area of the cap and of the reactor body, radiation values were obtained by
applying equation (1) and subtracting from the result the contribution due to ambient temperature, which
during the dummy lest was 21°C (<. = 0.64). Using once again Area 5 as an example and expressing all
temperatures in degrees Kelvin, as the formulas require, we get, for radiation:

= (0.69·(454.3 + 273.16) 4- 0.64·(21 + 273.16)4 )·5.67·10-8 ·1.25 · 10-3= 13.4 [W]

(14)

For convection, we applied (2) to each area relevant to the reactor caps, and (7) to each area attributed to the
reactor body. Taking Area 5 as an example, we must first calculate the heat exchange coefficient h, starting
from the value assumed in this case by the Rayleigh number:
Ra =

(g~(T,-

Ta)D 3 ) Iva= 28184.32

(15)

(g = 9.8 rm/s 2], ~ = 1 !Tr= 19 · 10 "rK 1, T, = 727.19rKl, Ta = 294rKl, D = 0.02rm1, v = 40 · 10 rm 2/s], a=
=59· 10-6[m2 /s])
1

6

from Table 1 we can sec that, for this value of Ra, we have: C = 0.48 and n = 0.25.
By (3) we then have:
h= (kCRan) I D = 12.75 [W/mK]

(16)

where the thermal conductivity of air k is= 41 · I o-3 [W/m K].
Coefficients k, v, and a were calculated by means of Plots 2, 3, and 4, at a film temperature Tr = 510.60 K.
Furthermore, for each area of the body we know that the length L is 0.02 rml, that the number of fins is N::::;
6, whereas rb and 8b(Figure 10) keep their previously established values ( 10-2 [m] and 3.2 · 10-3 [m]).
In order to get the watts emitted by Area 5, one more parameter is lacking, namely fin/ridge efficiency, for
which we need another parameter, m, given by (8). This last parameter depends on the thermal conductivity
of alumina, which is, in tum, a function of its temperature. From r31 we learn that at the average temperature
of Area 5 (T, = 727.19[K]), kis ca. 10 [W/mK], therefore:
m = b(2h I koh) 05= 0.065

(17)

From Figure 9 we can see that for this value of m, the value of 11 is very close to 1 ( ::::; 0.98), which is to be
expected, given the definition of efficiency and how it relates to the fairly small size of the ridges.
Now we can finally substitute all the values found in (7) and calculate heat emitted by convection by Area 5:
(18)
16
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For each cap, we applied (2), to each of the three areas attributed to each cap (A= 16.7 · 10--'~ rm2 l, D = 0.04
[m]). For instance, for cap Area 1a, by consulting Plots 2, 3, and 4, and taking into account Tr= 453.05 [K],
we get the following values: k = 37 · 10-3 [WimK], v = 32 · 10--D[m2 is] and a= 47 · 10--D[m2 ls]. In this case,
the Rayleigh number and coefficient h become:
Ra = (g~(T ,- T a)D') Iva= 292803.67

(19)

h = (kCRan) I D = 10.33 [Wlm K]

(20)

2

Heal emitted by convection by cap Area 1a alone is thus:

Q = hA(T,- Ta) = 5.50 [W]

(21)

Table 3 below shows, for each area, the values obtained for average temperature, power emitted by radiation,
and power emitted by convection, when the appropriate emissivity is assigned; the last fom columns give
only the results relevant to the sum total of watts emitted by radiation and convection when emissivity is
made higher or lower by uncertainty.

£

Average T

Radiation

Convection

TOT.

(oC)

(W)

(W)

(W)

£-

O.ol

TOT.

£

+ 0.01

(W)

TOT.

(W)

Area 1

0.69

451.00

13.18

10.37

23.55

0.68

23.73

0.70

23.37

Area2

0.69

449.93

13.10

10.34

23.44

0.68

23.62

0.70

23.27

Area 3

0.71

436.14

12.46

9.96

22.43

0.70

22.59

0.72

22.39

Area4

0.71

435.SS

12.44

9.96

22.40

0.70

22.57

0.72

22.36

Area 5

0.69

454.03

13.41

10.46

23.S6

0.6S

24.05

0.70

23.6S

AreaG

0.71

443.31

12.99

10.16

23.15

0.70

23.32

0.72

22.98

Area 7

0.71

437.98

12.60

10.01

22.61

0.70

22.78

0.72

22.45

Area g

0.69

461.64

13.99

10.67

24.66

0.6g

24.g5

0.70

24.47

Area 9

0.69

452.66

13.30

10.42

23.72

0.68

23.91

0.70

23.54

Area 10

0.73

412.90

11.18

9.44

20.62

0.72

20.77

0.74

20.48

Cap 1a

0.79

338.94

10.07

5.50

15.57

0.78

15.64

0.80

15.50

Cap 1b

0.79

323.63

9.05

5.20

14.25

0.78

14.31

0.80

14.18

Cap 1c

0.79

330.3S

9.49

5.33

14.S2

0.78

14.S9

O.SO

14.75

Cap 2a

0.79

319.S5

S.Sl

5.12

13.93

0.78

14.00

O.SO

13.S7

Cap 2b

0.79

323.57

9.05

5.19

14.24

0.78

14.31

0.80

14.18

Cap 2c

0.79

311.31

8.29

4.95

13.24

0.78

13.30

0.80

13.18

1g3.41

133.09

316.50

TOTAL

31g_65

314.67

Table 3.For each one of the areas that the caps and the body of the dummy reactor have been divided
into, the table shows, subsequently: actual emissivity value, average temperature. power emitted by
radiation. power emitted by convection. the sum of the last two values. emissivity minus uncertainty. the
sum total of watts emitted if one sets "emissivity minus uncertainty", emissivity plus tmcertainty, and the
sum total of watts if one sets "emissivity plus uncertainty"
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The total power emitted by the dummy reactor is 316.50 W, and the percentage error to be associated to this
value is:
(31)-;.65- 314.67) / 316.50 = 0.0126 = 1.26% ~ 1.3%

(22)

The very same process used for the dummy reactor body was used to calculate the power emitted through
radiation and convection by the rods. During the test, the rods were heated by conduction, from their being in
contact with the reactor, and from the heat yielded to them by the lengths of Inconel cable external to the
caps. Not only do the cables dissipate heat by Joule heating, they also subtract it from the reactor by
conduction. Here loa, the thermal images of each rod were divided into 10 areas. Because the rods were
placed in overlapping positions, each one of them was capable of dissipating heat to the environment for
only 2/3 of its surface; moreover, whereas the temperature of the two lower rods was more or less the same,
the upper rod always indicated higher temperatures. For this reason, we decided to pe1form calculations on a
thermography file corresponding to a side view, in which only one upper and one lower rod were visible, and
lo attribute lo the third rod which was nol framed by the camera the same values of the lower visible rod
(Figure 11). Lastly, we found that the three rods connected to the cap on the right of the dummy reactor
indicated slightly higher temperatures than those connected to the cap on the left, and that this difference was
within the associated error margin. We therefore decided to perform the calculations for only one set of three
rods (the cooler ones) and multiply the result by a factor of 2.

Figure ll.Them10graphy image ofthe set of three rods on the lefl: ofthe reactor. To the third rod hidden
behind the other two, we attributed the temperatures appropriate to the lower rod.

The dimensions of each area arc given by:
3

(2n · Rrod · Lrod) / 10 = 4.71 · 10 m

2

(23)

where Rand L are the radius and the length of each rod, respectively.
To each area, formulas (14) for calculating radiation and formula (18) convection were applied, substituting
the appropriate values.
Table 4 shows all the results obtained for the areas of the upper rod (indicated by u) and one of the lower
rods (indicated by d) of a set of three rods. In the columns from left to right, the first values found are
relevant to the upper rod (subsequently: emissivity, average temperature, radiation power, convection power,
and the sum of the last two values), followed by the values relevant to the lower rod. The sum of the results
obtained for each area appears in the last line. Finally, the bottom cell of the last column of the table records
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the watts emitted by one entire set of three rods, a value obtained by adding the total watts produced by the
upper rod, to the total watts, multiplied by two, produced by the lower rod.

Area

Gu

T.u(oC)

Rad.u

Conv.u(W)

(W)

Tot.u

Cd

(W)

T.ct
(CC)

Rad.ct

Conv.ct

Tot.ct

Tot. 3

(W)

(W)

(W)

rods (W)

l

0.69

151.52

4.71

5.84

10.55

0.69

147.98

4.52

5.65

10.17

2

0.69

125.13

3.36

4.45

7.81

0.69

118.89

3.07

4.13

7.20

3

0.68

90.85

1.91

2.81

4.72

0.68

87.71

1.80

2.66

4.46

4

0.67

68.17

1.15

1.72

2.87

0.67

68.15

1.15

1.72

2.87

5

0.66

58.26

0.85

1.28

2.13

0.66

58.21

0.85

1.28

2.13

6

0.66

54.12

0.74

1.11

1.85

0.66

52.82

0.71

1.06

1.77

7

0.66

46.33

0.56

0.80

1.36

0.66

45.06

0.53

0.75

1.28

8

0.66

40.02

0.42

0.56

0.98

0.66

38.89

0.39

0.52

0.91

9

0.66

35.34

0.32

040

0.72

0.66

34.30

0.30

0.36

0.66

10

0.66

31.82

0.25

0.28

0.53

0.66

31.09

0.23

0.26

0.49

33.52

TOT.

31.94

97.4

Table 4.The values in the table refer to one of the two sets of three dummy reactor rods. Subscript "u"
refers to the uppermost rod of the set, subscript "d" to one of the two lower rods (the same results apply to
the second lower rod). Each rod has been divided into 10 areas. For each area, the table indicates,
subsequently: assigned emissivity, average temperature, power emitted by radiation, power emitted by
convection, the sum of the last two values. The last cell of the table gives the total watts emitted by one
whole set of three rods, reckoned by multiplying the results relevant to the lower rod by 2, and adding
them to those of the upper rod.

W c can now calculate the total heat emitted from both sets of three rods, bearing in mind how much of their
surface is actually emitting heat, and the associated error percentage (estimated at ca. 5%):
(97.40·2/3)·2 = 129.86 = 5% [W]

(24)

In lhc previous paragraph, we have seen lhallhc copper cables running through lhc rods emil a lolal of 0.4 W
through Joule heating. This value should be subtracted from (24) because, contrary to the power calculated
with that equation, it does not derive from heat generated by the reactor and transmitted to the rods by
conduction, but from electric power supplied by the mains. However, as it is a very small value, it may be
considered part of the error associated to (24).
Note also that part of the power produced by the rods is also due lo Joule heal emitted by the short lengths of
Inconel resistors connected to the copper cables inside the rods after leaving the caps. All the characteristics
of these resistors, however, such as their geometric dimensions and the exact makeup of the alloy they are
made of, are covered by trade secret. Though we are unable to furnish an exact calculation of their
contribution to the heat emitted by the rods, the short lengths of Inconel cable inside the rods allow us to
reasonably consider it as lying within the error percentage associated to the measurements.
By adding the watts emitted directly by the dummy reactor to watts released by conduction to the rods. we
get the dummy's thermal power output:
(316.50 ± 4.11) + (129.86 ± 6.49) = 446.36 ± 10.60 = 446 ± 2.4% [W]

(25)
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Let us now compare this dissipated power with the power supply, the average of which over 23 hours of test
is= (486 ± 24) W (unce1iainty here is 5% of average, calculated as standard deviation). Keeping in mind the
Joule heating of the power cables discussed in paragraph 4.3, we have the following results:
Power supply (W)
486±24

Joule healing (W)

Actual input (W)
486 - 7 = 4 79 ± 24

7

Output (W)
446 ± 10

If we lake error percentages into account, we will see that where input is al minimum possible value (455 W)
and output at maximum possible value (456 W), our method overestimates by about 1 W, i.e. 0.2%. Vice
versa, where input is at maximmn possible value (503 W) and output at minimmn possible value (436 W)
our method underestimates the power supplied to the reactor by about 67 W, i.e. 14%.
We can therefore rely on the fact that applying the very same procedure to data gathered from theE-Cat test
does not lead to any significant overestimation; rather, there is a good chance that the power actually
generated by the reactor is underestimated.

6. Analysis of data obtained from the E-Cat

Using the same procedure employed for the dummy reactor, we analyzed the 16 files relevant to the active
£-Cat test. For each file, we calculated average power emitted by radiation and convection by the reactor,
cable dissipation through Joule healing, and power lransmilled to the hollow rods. For the rods, we do nol
have 16 thermography files conesponding to those saved for the reactor, because, as mentioned above, the
IR camera's position was changed frequently. We therefore analyzed several them1ography files relevant to
different days and positions, from which the two most representative ones for length of time and average
temperatures were singled out. The first file refers to the days of the test before the 6th of March (the day in
which power supply lo lhe reactor was increased), the second to the following days. This choice was justified
by the fact that the thermal variations on the rods obtained by analyzing the file data were significant only in
the comparison between the two above-mentioned stages, and lay in any case within the percentage enor
associated to the result (= 5%). Once again, as in the case of the dummy reactor, the rods' symmetric
geometry allowed us to perform calculations for only one set of three rods, and multiply the result by a factor
of two. Here, from the power value obtained for the rods, one should once again subtract the small
contribution of heat emitted by the cables that run through them; but this value is included in the percentage
error associated to the result.
The results obtained arc as follows:
Total for 2 sets

(W)

Total for 1 set of three
(W)

72.15

81.84

153.99

307.98

88.47

87.94

176.41

352.82

Radiation

Convection

(W)

Rods, 1st period
Rods, 2nd period

(W)

Table 5. Power emitted by radiation and convection by a set of three E-Cat rods (column 4) and by both sets (cohmm

5). The values are averaged over two different periods of time: the upper row refers to the days before March 6- the
day when the power supply was raised by ca. 100 watts- the lower row refers to the following days.

Tables 6 and 7 report all the E-Cat test results relevant to the days of testing, approximately two days for
each file.
The first table shows the average temperature of each cap and of the entire body of the E-Cat for each of the
16 files analyzed. It should be mentioned that, as in the case of the dummy reactor, analysis on theE-Cat was
again perfonned by dividing the thennal images into 10 areas along the length of the reactor, and into three
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areas for each cap. In the table, however, the results relevant to each area are further averaged out, in order to
facilitate reading.
In the second table, mean power consumption, watts produced and watts dissipated by Joule heating are
shown for each file. Uncertainly associated lo lhe resull is on average 5% for power consumption and 3% for
watts emitted. The last two columns record COP and net production. COP is the ratio of the sum of the mean
power, emitted by radiation and convection by both the E-Cat and the rods, to mean power consumption of
the reactor minus watts dissipated by the cables through Joule heating. It therefore gives an indicative
parameter of the reactor's performance. Net production, on the other hand, is given by the difference
bel ween lhe lolal walts produced by lhe reaclor and lhose consumed by il, and shows whal porlion of emilled
power is entirely due the internal reaction of the E-Cat. By way of example, using the data of file No. 1 in
the table, we have:

COP= (212lU2 + 307.9l\) / (l\15.l\6 37.77) = 3.13 ± (3% + 5%) = 3.13 ± ll%

(26)

Net Production= (2128.32 + 307.98)- (815.86- 37.77) =
= (2436.30- 778.09) ± (73.09 + 38.90) = 1658.21 ± 111.99 = 1658 ± 7% [W]

(27)

File No.

E-Cat body average T eC)

Cap 1 average T eC)

Cap 2 average T eC)

1

1260.00

548.59

539.30

2

1257.77

550.71

541.93

3

1256.09

548.67

540.58

4

1257.21

549.02

539.22

5

1243.40

551.51

543.74

6

1398.99

609.24

589.93

7

1405.58

609.16

590.17

8

1404.04

607.84

58906

9

1401.46

606.11

588.00

10

1392.26

600.51

601.34

1l

1396.49

608.23

602.23

12

1400.86

610.10

604.65

l3

1401.59

608.58

604.70

14

1400.56

607.45

604.62

15

1410.27

614.53

605.81

16

1412.31

61109

595.15

Table 6. Average temperatures of E-Cat body and caps calculated for each of the 16 thcnnography files
recorded during the test. One file corresponds to ca. two days of data logged.
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File

Consumption
(W)

No.

Radiation
(W)

Convection

TOT.

(W)

(W)

Rods

Joule

(W)

heating (W)

COP

Net
Production
(W)

1

R15.R6

1740.9R

3R7.34

212R.32

307.9R

37.77

3.B

165R.21

2

799.84

1733.30

386.46

2119.76

307.98

36.98

3.18

1664.88

3

791.48

1724.95

385.23

2110.18

307.98

36.49

3.20

1663.17

4

790.69

1729.30

385.49

2114.79

307.98

36.41

3.21

1668.49

5

785.79

1676.89

381.43

2058.32

307.98

36.13

3.16

1616.64

6

923.71

2381.64

427.64

2809.28

352.82

42.43

3.59

2280.82

7

921.91

2416.68

429.64

2846.32

352.82

42.18

3.64

2319.41

8

918.24

2407.26

429.16

2836.42

352.82

41.89

3.64

2312.89

9

917.90

2392.29

427.82

2820.11

352.82

41.75

3.62

2296.78

10

913.40

234R.43

425.64

2774.07

352.R2

41.93

3.59

2255.42

11

904.77

2373.08

427.23

2800.31

352.82

41.52

3.65

2289.88

12

906.98

2397.95

428.56

2826.51

352.82

41.60

3.67

2313.95

13

910.47

2401.80

429.87

2831.67

352.82

41.62

3.67

2315.64

14

908.13

2394.93

428.70

2823.63

352.82

41.55

3.67

2309.87

15

905.01

2451.10

432.02

281G.12

352.82

41.46

3.75

2372.39

16

906.31

2454.71

431.47

2886.18

352.82

41.25

3.74

2373.94

Table 7. For each of the 16 thermography files recorded (ca. two days of test) we have, subsequently:
average power consumption of the E-Cat, power emitted by the E-Cat by radiation, power emitted by
convection, sum total of the last two values, sum total of watts emitted by both sets of rods by radiation
and convection, power dissipated by Joule heating, COP, and net production.

What immediately stands out in Table 7 is the sharp difference between values obtained in the first ten days
of the test (files 1 to 5 included), when power input to the reactor was kept at lower levels, and those
obtained in the second period, in which power supply was increased by slightly more than 100 W. The effect
of raising power input was an increase in power emission of about 700 W. Plot5 shows the trend of average
temperature for one of the areas in which the thermography file of theE-Cat was divided (Area No.5), when
power input was increased. All values have been calculated by setting only one emissivity value, so as to
make displaying on a continuous line possible, but the choice of £ is appropriate here only for the final
temperatures reached after power increase. For this reason, the plot is not entirely reliable as far as the values
on the y-axis are concemed: its purpose is merely that of showing how long it took the E-Cat to stabilize
after input current was increased. As one can see, this amounts to about 400 seconds, slightly more than si.x
minutes.
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Area No.5

1430
1410
1390
1370
~ 1350
1330
1310
1290
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

sec

Plot 5. Average temperah1res of Area 5 at the time of power supply increase_ All values seen here are
calculated assuming the same emissivity, in order to allow visualization on a continuous line. Thus, the _vaxis is an arbitrary scale by which one can determine how long it took the E-Cat to reach a stable state
(about 400 seconds) when input current was increased.

Another matter for consideration that stands out from the analysis of the results regards the trend of net
production vs. that of consumption_ There seems to be an anticorrelation between the two behaviors, which
stands out as a decrease in average consumption values conesponding to increases in production averages,
and vice versa_ This behavior is probably due to a feedback effect driving the resistor power supply, raising it
or lowering it according to the internal temperatures read by the thermocouple. The values of Table 7,
relevant to net production, average consumption, and COP, arc reproduced in Plots 6, 7, and 8.

Net Power Production
2500
2400
2300
2200

£l
ro

2100
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12

13

14

15

16

Days/ 2

Plot 6_ E-Cat Net power production trend throughout the test. Each interval on the x-axis represents a
time span of about two days. Net power production is given by the difference between the total watts
produced by the reactor and the watts consumed by it. It shows how much emitted power is exclusively
due to the E-Cat's internal reaction.
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Mean Power Consumption
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Plot 7. Mean power consumption of the E-Cat throughout the test. Each interval on the x-axis
represents a time span of about two days.
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Plot 8. COP trend throughout the test. Each interval on the x-axis represents a time span of about two days. COP is
the ratio of the sum of mean power emitted hy radiation and convection hy theE-Cat and hy the rods, to the mean
power consumption of the reactor minus power dissipated by Joule heating. It gives an indication of the E-Cafs
pertonnance.
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It must be remarked that the COP values quoted here refer only to the performance of the reactor running at

the capacity selected by us, not at its maximum potential, any evaluation of which lies beyond the purposes
for which this test was designed. Awareness of the fact that the test would have lasted a considerable length
of time prompted us to keep the reactor running at a level of operation capable of warranting both the
slabilily and lhe safely of lhe lesL Therefore, we do nol know whallhe limils of the currenllechnology are,
in terms of performance and life span of the charges.

Figures 12a, 12b. E-Cat operating during the test. Note the Inconel resistors leaving the caps and entering the rods,
where they are connected to the copper cables of the power supply. The resistors appear to glow intensely in the parts
lying outside the caps, whereas inside the reactor body they seem to shade an underlying emission oflight. This may be
explained if we consider that the main source of energy inside the reactor hody is actually the charge, and that it is
emitting more light than the resistors. These are not visible through the caps, which are thicker than the reactor body.
Upon leaving the reactor, however, the resistors emit heat almost exclusively by radiation (convection is negligible
here, as they are inside the rods): there are no brighter sources of light which can "outshine" them, nor masses of
alumina that can cool them. Their temperature is moreover fairly high, on account of the current they carry and the heat
extracted by conduction from the reactor. Figure 12b was taken in the dark, from the opposite side to that of 12a. One of
the three sets of hollow rods is visible, and another patch of insulating alumina cement on the second metal strut in the
middle, added without modifying the setup.

7. Ragone Plot

The net production of the E-Cat the values of which may be seen in the last column of table 7, allows us to
calculate the total energy produced by the reactor during its ca. 768 hours of operation.
By multiplying the value of each file by the length of time that the file refers to (48 hours) and adding the
results, we get:
(1658.21· 48) + (1664.88 . 48) + ... + (2373.94. 48) = (1618194 ± 10%) [Wh]

=

(28)

= (5825 = 10%) fMJl

Next, we may calculate the specific gravimetric energy and the power density associated to the E-Cat and try
to place it within the Ragone plot (figure 13), a diagram comparing the power and energy densities of
several conventional sources [ 11].
If one considers the weight of the charge
density and power density:

=

1 g, one gets the following values relevant to them1al energy

(1618194; 0.001) = (1618194000 ± 10%) [Wh/kg]
=

=

(1.6· 109 ± 1O%)[Wh/kg]

(5.8 · lOG± 1 0%)[MJ/kg]

(161~194000 I 76S)

=

(2107023 ± 10%) lW/kgJ

=

(29)
=

6

(2.1· 10 ± 10%) lW/kgJ

(30)
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These results place the E-Cat beyond any conventional source of energy, as may be clearly seen from the
plot in Figurel3. Our values, though close to the energy densities of nuclear sources, such as U235, are
however lower than the latter by at least one order of magnitude [12].

Figure 13. "Ragone plot of energy storage"[ 11]. The plot shows specific gravimetric energy and power
densities relevant to various sources. The E-Cat, which would be tar oil:" the scale here, lies outside the
region occupied by conventional sources.

Considering that we do not know the internal structure of the reactor, and therefore cannot completely rule
out that there were other charges inside it besides the one weighed and inserted by us, we may repeat the
above calculations taking the weight of the entire reactor (452 ± 1 g) into consideration:
(1618194 I 0.452) = (3580075 ± 10%) [W'h/kg]
=

=

(3.6· 106 ± 10%) [Wh/kg]

(1.3· 104 ± 10%) [MJ/kg]

=

(31)

(3580075 I 768) = (4661 ± 10%) [W/kg] = (4.7· 103 ± 10%) [W/kg]

(32)

Even if taken from this extremely conservative point of view, the reactor lies beyond the limits of the above
Ragone plot.

Lastly, by way of further enquiry, we may consider another kind of Ragone plot, where volumetric densities
instead of gravimetric densities are expressed (Figure 14), and calculate the reactor's position with respects to
it [13].
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Figure 14. Another version of the Ragone Plot of Energy Storage fl3l In tlJ.is plot, specific volumetric
and gravimetric energy densities are given for various sources. The E-Cat, far off the scale here, lies
outside the region occupied by conventional chemical sources.

Given that we do not know the exact internal volume of the E-Cat, we may conservatively take into account
the whole extemal volume of the object. The results are:
E-Cat Volume= 20n + 2 · 16n = (163 ± 2%) cm3 = (0.163 ± 2%) l

(33)

(5825 / 0.163) = (35736 ± 12%) fMJ/11 = (3.6· 10 1 ± 12%) fMJ/ll

(34)

Once again, even in the most conservative scenarios, we have values that allow us to conclude that the
reactor studied here may not be considered a conventional source of energy.

8. Fuel analysis

The result from lhe heat measurement is remarkable by giving such a large amounl of heal from lhe very
small quantity of fuel powder used confined in the small volume of the reactor. This large amount of heat is,
as pointed out above, way beyond what can be expected from chemical bruning, which only involves
rearrangements of the fuel material at the atomic scale, i.e. by transforming atomic binding energies to
kinetic energy. Very large energy transformations can only take place when binding energies at the nuclear
level are exploited, as in fusion reactions for lighl elemenls and fission reactions for heavy elemenls.
However fusion reactions between free charged particles are extremely unlikely at low energies due to the
Coulomb barrier. The conditions for fusion reactions between particles imbedded in a specific metal
compound are not expected to be very much different from those of free particles, but this is not known in all
details. It is therefore not possible to categorically reject the occurrence of fusion reactions in a metal
compound having specific properties, by referring lo our knowledge of lhe fusion process belween free
pa11icles. In fact, as an example, the d(d,p)t fusion reaction cross sections have been observed fl4l to
depend on the temperature in deuterated metals at sub-Coulomb energies. This is an effect of screening from
the electron cloud surrounding the interacting nuclei. In Astrophysics it is also well known that low energy
cross sections arc higher than expected lscc e.g. 14,15j.Whcthcr fusion reactions can be induced at a large
scale in a melal compound under specific conditions is an open queslion.
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In order to get information on wheter any reanangement at the nuclear level takes place in the fuel during the
buming process in the E-Cat, we studied the isotopic composition of the fuel before and after the buming.
Any change in the isotopic composition of the fuel in E-Cat is expected to have its origin in a nuclear
reaction. The element analyses were performed by three different extemal groups, each specialized in the
differenl techniques employed. The work begun wilh an eleclron microscopy (SEM) scan lo sludy lhe
surface morphology of the fuel powder. The analyzing methods employed were X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS), Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS), Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) and
chemical analysis from Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) as well as atomic
emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES). The full report from these analyses is presented in detail in the
Appendices 3 and 4.
The XPS gives infom1ation on which elements are present in the fuel, while the SIMS and ICP-MS
analyzing methods also give the isotopic composition of the nuclear species. The ICP-AES analysis also
gives the masses percentage of the found clements. Both XPS and SIMS give information on which clements
are present at the smface of a sample granule down to a depth of a few nanometers. The ICP-MS is an
integrating method giving the average isotopic composition of the whole fuel/ash sample being analyzed.
The ICP-AES also gives the mass values in the whole sample. It is thus quite plausible that the four methods
give rather different results depending on the sample granule chosen as well as in the case where the whole
sample is used, provided that the buming process in the fuel is not even but varies locally as observed.
However, qualitatively the methods should yield the same results. It should also be noted that our total
sample was about 10 mg, i.e. only a small part of the total fuel weight of 1 g used in the reactor. The sample
was laken by us al random from lhe fuel and ash, observing ulmosl care lo avoid any conlaminalion.
An arbitrary sample of different granules is chosen for the analysis. but the same samples arc used for both
EDS and SIMS. The fuel contains natural nickel powder with a grain size of a few microns. The existence of
natural Nickel content is confirmed by all four analyzing methods being used. In addition the fuel is found to
be mixed with a component containing hydrogen, i.e. probably a chemical hydride. From all combined
analysis methods of the fuel we find that there are significant quantities of Li, Al, Fe and H in addition to
Ni. Moreover from the EDS and XPS analysis one finds large amounts of C and 0. It should be stressed, that
the quantities of most elements differ substantially depending on which granule is analyzed. In addition to
these elements there are small quantities of several other elements, but these can probably be considered as
impurities.
It is plausible that the fuel is mixed with the standard Lithium Aluminum Hydride, LiAlH 4 . Further evidence
of that is obtained from the ICP-AES analysis which shows that the mass ratio between Li and Al is
compatible with a LiAlH4 molecule. This compound can be used to produce free hydrogen by heating. We
remark in particular that hydrogen but no deuterium was seen by SIMS. The other methods are insensitive to
both hydrogen and deuterium.

The ash has a different texture than the powder-like fuel by having grains of different sizes, probably
developed from the heat. The grains differ in element composition, and we would certainly have liked to
analyze several more grains with SIMS, but the limited amount of ash being available to us didn't make that
possible. The main result from our sample is neve11heless clear, that the isotopic composition deviates
dramatically from the natural composition for both Li and Ni.
The Lithium content in the fuel is found to have the natural composition, i.e. 6Li 7 % and 7Li 93 %.
However at the end of the run a depletion of 7Li in the ash was revealed by both the SIMS and the ICP-MS
methods. In the SIMS analysis the 7Li content was only 7.9% and in the ICP-MS analysis it was 42.5 %.
This result is remarkable since it shows that the buming process in E-Cat indeed changes the fuel at the
nuclear level, i.e. nuclear reactions have taken place. It is notable, but maybe only a coincidence, that also in
7
Astrophysics a Li depletion is observed Lsee e.g. 17J.
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One can speculate about the nature of such reactions. Considering Li and disregarding for a moment from
7
the problem with the Coulomb barrier the depletion of 7Li might be due to the reaction p + Li -+8Be -+4He
4
8
+ He. The momentum mismatch in the first step before Be decays can be picked up by any other particle in
the vicinity. In this case the large kinetic energy of the 4He (distributed between 7 and 10 MeV ) is
transferred lo heal in lhe reactor via mulliple Coulomb scattering in lhe usual slopping process. One can lhen
estimate how much this reaction contributes to the total heat being produced in our test run. From the ICPAES analysis we find that there is about 0.011 gram of 7Li in the 1 gram fuel. If each 7Li nucleus releases
about 17 MeV we find then that the total energy available becomes 0. 72 MWh. This is less than the 1.5
MWh actually produced in our 32 days run. so more energy has to come from other reactions. judging from
this very rough and speculative estimate.
Another remarkable change in the ash as compared to the unused fuel is the identified change in the isotope
composition ofNi. The unused fuel shows the natural isotope composition from both SIMS and ICP-MS, i.e.
58
Ni (68.1%). G<Ni (26.2%). G1Ni (1.1%). G2Ni (3.6%). and G4Ni (0.9%). whereas the ash composition from
SIMS is: 58Ni (0.8.%), 60Ni (0.5%), 61 Ni (0%), 62Ni (98.7%). 64Ni (0%), and from ICP-MS: 58Ni (0.8%), 61Ni
(0.3%), 61 Ni (0%), 62Ni (99.3%), 64Ni (0%). We note that the SIMS and ICP-MS give the same values within
the estimated 3% enor in the given percentages.
Evidently. there is also an isotope shift in Nickel. There is a depletion of the 58Ni and G<Ni isotopes and a
buildup of the 62Ni isotopes in the burning process. We note that 62Ni is the nucleus with the largest binding
energy per nucleon. The origin of this shift cannot be understood from single nuclear reactions involving
protons. With alpha particles colliding with Ni one can in principle raise the atomic mass number by 4 via
exciting 58Ni to 62Zn, which then via positron emission decays back to 62 Cu and 62Ni, but that is hardly
believable to occur due to an enormous Coulomb banicr to merge 4Hc and Ni. Besides. with this reaction
one can also go to stable Zn isotopes, which are not found in the ash.
It should be pointed out that the fusion towards heavier isotopes of Nickel releases energy. For example the
reaction p + 58Ni -+59Cu + (and 59Cu decaying back to 5 ~i via~+ emission releases 3.4 MeV. Even if that
pmiicular reaction is excluded. since no gammas arc observed, we can tentatively usc this number for each
step towards 62Ni, and the information from ICP-AES that there is about 0.55 gram Ni in the fuel. We find
then that there is about 2.2MWh available from the Nickel transformations. Accordingly, from Nickel and
Lithium together there is about 3 MWh available. which is twice the amount given away in the test run.
Consequently we can conclude that the amount of fuel is probably compatible with the energy release being
measured, although a quantitative statement requires detailed knowledge of the prevailing reactions.
However, as discussed above, it is of course very hard to comprehend how these fusion processes can take
place in the fuel compound at low energies. Presently we should therefore restrict ourselves to merely state
that an isotope shift has occurred in Lithium and Nickel. W c refrain from speculations in any dynamic
scenario making this reaction possible at low energies. The reaction speculation above should only be
considered as an example of reasoning and not a serious conjecmre.
If nuclear transitions are prevalent in the burning process it is expected that radiation is emitted. It is
remarkable that neither neutrons, charged particles nor gammas are observed from the E-cat reactor.
Furthermore, the spent fuel was found inactive right after the E-Cat run was stopped. All imaginable nuclear
reactions in the reactor should be followed by some radiation, and at least some of that radiation should
penetrate the reactor wall and be possible to detect. Even in the case discussed above with two rather high
energy helium nuclei in the final state. which all stop in the reactor, one can expect that some helium nuclei
during the stopping process undergo some nuclear reaction, e.g. inelastic scattering of 1He on Li, Al or Ni
which then subsequently decays to their ground state respectively via gamma emission. To get free neutron
is however not kinematically possible with the 10 MeV alpha available. The absence of any nuclear radiation
from the burning process is presently an open question, and has to be understood.
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9. Summary and concluding remarks

A 32-day test was performed on a reactor termed E-Cat, capable of producing heat by exploiting an tmknown
reaction primed by heating and some electro-magnetic stimulation. In the past years, the same collaboration
has perrormed similar measurements on reactors operating in like manner, but dirrering both in shape and
constmction materials from the one studied here. Those tests have indicated an anomalous production of heat,
which prompted us to attempt a new, longer test. The purpose of this longer measurement was to verify
whether the production of heat is reproducible in a new improved test set-up, and can go on for a significant
amount of time. In order to assure that the reactor would operate for a prolonged length of time. we chose to
supply power to the E-Cat in such a way as to keep it working in a stable and controlled manner. For this
reason, the performances obtained do not reflect the maximum potential of the reactor, which was not an
object of study here.
Our measurement, based on calculating the power emitted by the reactor tln-ough radiation and convection,
gave the rollowing results: the net production or the reactor arter 32 days' operation was (5825 ± 10%) [MJ],
the density of thermal energy (ifreferred to an internal charge weighing 1 g) was (5.8 · 106 ± 10%) fMJ/kgl,
while the density of power was equal to (2.1 · 106 ± 10%) [W/kg]. These values place the E-Cat beyond any
other known conventional source of energy. Even if one conservatively repeats the same calculations with
reference to the weight of the whole reactor rather than that of its internal charge, one gets results confirming
the non-conventional nature of the form of energy generated by theE-Cat, namely (1.3 · 104 ± 10%) [MJ/kg]
for thermal energy density, and (4.7 · 103 ± 10%) fW/kgl for power density.
The quantity of heat emitted constantly by the reactor and the length of time during which the reactor was
operating mlc out, beyond any reasonable doubt, a chemical reaction as underlying its operation. This is
emphasized by the fact that we stand considerably more than two order of magnitudes from the region of the
Ragone plot occupied by conventional energy sources.
The fuel generating the excessive heat was analyzed with several methods before and after the experimental
run. It was found that the Lithium and Nickel content in the fuel had the natural isotopic composition before
the run, but after the 32 days run the isotopic composition has changed dramatically both for Lithium and
Nickel. Such a change can only take place via nuclear reactions. It is thus clear that nuclear reactions have
taken place in the burning process. This is also what can be suspected from the excessive heat being
generated in the process.
Although we have good knowledge of the composition of the fuel we presently lack detailed information on
the internal components of the reactor, and of the methods by which the reaction is primed. Since we are
presently not in possession of this information, we think that any attempt to explain the E-Cat heating
process would be too much hampered by the lack of this information, and thus we refrain from such
discussions.
In summary, the performance of the E-Cat reactor is remarkable. We have a device giving heat energy
compatible with nuclear transfonnations, but it operates at low energy and gives neither nuclear radioactive
waste nor emits radiation. From basic general knowledge in nuclear physics this should not be possible.
Ncvctihclcss we have to relate to the fact that the experimental results from our test show heat production
beyond chemical burning, and that the E-Cat fuel undergoes nuclear lransfonnations. It is certainly most
unsatisfying that these results so far have no convincing theoretical explanation, but the experimental results
cannot be dismissed or ignored just because of lack of theoretical understanding. Moreover, the E-Cat results
are too conspicuous not to be followed up in detail. In addition, if proven sustainable in further tests the ECat invention has a large potential to become an important energy source. Further investigations arc required
to guide the interpretational work and one needs in particular as a first step detailed knowledge of all
parameters affecting the E-Cat operation. Our work will continue in that direction.
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Radiation measurements during the long-term test
of the E-Cat prototype.
0_ Bianchini, Bologna

PREFACE
Between the 24/02/14 and the 29/03/14 in Lugano (CH) I performed the radiation field measurements for
radiation protection purposes as per Andrea Rossi request on the 30/01/14.
As in previous evaluation on the same type of prototype, the process, the geometry and the materials are unknown.
The industrial plant manager declared the absence of using both of charge particle acceleration systems and
intentionally added radioisotopes of any type. This statement excludes the presence of a field of ionizing radiation
except for a new and unknown form of radiation source _The radiation measurements are made on the materials
used before and after the test and on the ambient around the prototype in use during the test. The measuring
positions are consen·ative with respect to the position and the occupation time of the operators involved.
The present evaluation based on the radiation measurements cannot be related to criteria of functionality of the
system and cannot be used for comparison in systems different from this one, in the process, in the geometry or in
the construction materials used.

Figl: Picture of the neutron probe and tennoluminescent detectors around the prototype

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In order to avoid potential source or risk for the operators and the population around the prototype during the long
duration test the commissioner ask me to measure different kind of radiation in wide range of energy. The
hypothesis that the prototype can produce a radiation field is due to the unconventional energy that the inventor
has produced with it. To ensure that this process do not involve ionizing radiation I perform the evaluations on
different type of radiation in wide spectrum and wide energy. The measurements are divided temporally in before,
during and after the using of the prototype_ In the "before" and "after" evaluation the gamma and alpha/beta field
evaluation are made on the material used inside the prototype. In the "during" evaluations the gamma and neutron
field are performed around the system.
The measure does not take into account in any way the interaction of the photons, charged particles or neutron
produced by the materials inside the apparatus during the using and cannot in any way be traced back to the
production of ionizing radiation from the inside of the prototype.
The radiation measurement protocol is structured as follows:
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•

The comparison of the CPM collected during the test with the CPM referred to the backgrmmd in
laboratory is an index oflow flounce radiation field.

•
•

The active probes and the TLD positions was chosen to be at the closest position.
accessible by operators around the support frame.

•
•

The radioisotope presence in the material used before and after the experiment is
evaluated with a Geiger scanner in ratemeter mode.

•

The background radiation, for all kind of radiation, has been measured both in the plant and in laboratory,
at a distances d>30m from the room where the test took place.

The measurements were pe1fonned with the following instmmentation:
1. LUDLUM 2241 Scaler-Ratemeter (sin 214522):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scintillation probe (2.5 x 2.5 em) (Dia x L) (Nal)TI Ludlum 44-2 ( PR-227268);
Energy range: 50 keV -2 MeV;
137
Exposure sensitivity: 19.9 CPM/nSv/hr 'Cs gamma);
Integration time: 2s.
Rate meter Alarm and Alert: 0.2 11Sv/h
Calibration factors on 137Cs supplied by the factory (04/2012)
Constancy evaluation of gamma response factor with 137Cs radiation source before and after the test
The rate meter has a serial RS-232 blue-tooth cmmection to a pc logger.

2. LUDLUM 2221 Sealer/Ratemeter SCA (sin202347):
•
•
•

Neutron Radiation Detector (neutron recoil scintillator) Prescila 42-41 (PR256816)
Sensitivity declared : 350 cpm per mrcm/h;
Calibrations at ENEA calibration service:

•

14/06/2012 (N°03N12) wi1h AmBc source (E.,.-, =4.4 MeV)
F =0.02811S'vl h/ CPM I equivalent to 36 cpm per 11Sv/h
21S/0112001S wilh Pu-Li source (EnelJtrons =0.54 MeV)
F =0.0671-lS'vl h/ CPM equivalent to 15 cpm per 11Sv/h
Angular dependence and temperature dependence as in Figure 2
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figure 2: Angular and energy dependence of the Ludlum 44-4lneutron probe.
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3. LUDLUM 2241 Sealer-Ratemeter (sin214522):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.

Geiger Probe Ludlum 44-9 ( PR- 226527);
Energy range: energy dependent
Exposure sensitivity: 3300 cpm/mR/hr ( 137Cs gamma);
Integration time: 2s.
Background (typical): 60CPM
Rate meter Alarm aod Alert: 0.3 11Sv/h
Calibration factors on 137Cs supplied by the factory (04120 12)
Constancy evaluation of gamma response factor with 137Cs before and after the test.

TERMOLUMI~ESCENT

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

DOSIMETERS LiF:V

TDL Reader: Vinteen Toledo 654
Calibration field: IEC 61267- Code RQR5- 2.45 mm A1 HVL
Calibration dose :0.050±0.005 mGy
Calibration factor: individual for each TDL
Mean counts of the sample: 1613 cou
Mean F value of the sample 0.031 f..LC
Extended error on the dose measure at 0.050n
2 TDT. for each position of measurement
Calibration made berore and aner the measurement

RESULTS

Evaluation of radionuclides presence:
The material that compound the prototype, include the material inside, are controlled before and after
the test in order to avoid the presence of radioisotope contamination. These measurements are
performed with the Geiger probe in rate meter configuration on at least 20 points:

Backsuound radiation in laboratory
Background radiation in plant
Naked "Hot-Cat"
Smnple of inside reactor 1naterial

CPM (mean values)
BEFORE
~FIER
51 (cr~ll)
53 (cr ~IO)
47(rr~13)
f'l8 (rr~B)
53(cr-ll)
5Icrr-l2)
55 (cr ~ 14)
52 (cr= 15)

The reactor's inside material has been scanned in a low background container (5cmPB) with the Nal probe
and this measure didn't shows any y/X activity of the sample.

Gamma/X monitoring during the test:
The monitoring of the photonic dose field is made with passive and active dosimeters. During the 34 days of
running 16 TLD dosimeters recorded the dose (4 for each side) and 4TLD are used as control placed at d >
50cm (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Relative position of the detector with respect to the protof)pe

The tennlmninescent reading values and relative doses are presented in table:
Position
1-Rcar wall
2 -Right side
3 -Operator consolle
4 -Left side
Control

Cou11ts

Dose (mGvl

0.079±0.024
0.077±0.023
0.07)±0.022

2539
2477
2411
2553
23R5

0~079±0~024
0~074±0~022

The comparison of the absolute dose to the control dosimeters (background) shows that the increment dose
due the test is less than 0.03±0.0lmGy for all the positions considered.

Neutron field monitoring during the test:
The neutron dose field evaluation is made on 5 hours interval. This interval is considered representative of
the rest of the test. The measurements are perfonned in scaler mode on 60s integration time on the detailed
number of nms.

Number
ofnrns

Mean
Counts

Background radiation in tht: laboratory

20

14~ 1

cr

~4_3

Background radiation in plant

45

1U

cr

~3_9

50cm from the center of the prototype

95

16.9

cr

~4.1

Standard
deviation

Bologna 09/04/2014
Dott. Bianchini David

Via EmiliaPonente 37S
40132 -Bologna
p .1:0 l 03 7800578
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Alumina sample analysis
Ennio Bonetti,
Department ofPhysics and Astronomy
University of Bologna.

In order to determine the nature of the material covering the reactor, a sample from one of the ridges was
analyzed. To prevent contamination, the fragments were placed on an X-Ray crystallography slide and
attached with high vacuum grease, avoiding further handling.

Figure shows slide with fragments attached.

A table of the measurements parameters used follows.

Anchor Scan Parameters:

Scan Axis
End Position l 2Th.J
Scan Step Time rsl
Offset [ 2Th.]
Divergence Slit Size [
Receiving Slit Size [mm]
Anode Material
K-Alpha2 [A]
K-A2 / K-Al Ratio
Diffractometer Type
DMAX-IIIC
Goniometer Radius [mm]
Incident Beam Monochromator
0

0

0

]

Gonio
100.0000
4.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.1000
Cu
1.54443
0.50000
Rigaku

30.0000
Start Position l 2Th. J
0.0200
Step Size l 2Th.J
Scan Type
Continuous
Divergence Slit Type
Fixed
Specimen Length [mm]
10,00
Measurement Temperature [ C] 25.00
K-Alphal [A]
1.54060
K-Beta [A]
1.39225
45 mA, 45kV
Generator Settings
Diffractometer Number
l

240.00
No

Dist. Focus-Diverg. Slit [mm]
Spinning

0

0

0

91.00
No
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Graphics: (Bookmark 2)
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Analysis software automatically identified the following peak list from its database:

Peak List:
Pos.
2Th.]
35.1845

Height
[cts]
338.49

FWHM
0
[
2Th.]
0.0787

d-spacing
[A]
2.55074

Rei. Int.
[%]
47.87

lip width
0
[
2Th.]
0.0945

35.4333
37.7784
41.7685

331.09
134.95
9.88

0.0590
0.0590
0.2362

2.53340
2.38136
2.16263

46.83
19.09
1.40

0.0708
0.0708
0.2834

43.3784
43.5753
52.5804
52.7386
57.6591
61.3068

220.16
280.81
221.39
185.66
634.55
71.69

0.0960
0.2362
0.0960
0.0720
0.1200
0.1440

2.08430
2.07706
1.73915
1.73862
1.59745
1.51086

31.14
39.72
31.31
26.26
89.74
10.14

0.1152
0.2834
0.1152
0.0864
0.1440
0.1728

66.5421
68.3309
68.5276
74.3991
76.9444
77.1776

186.63
707.06
456.75
5.84
185.35
144.63

0.1920
0.0720
0.0720
0.5760
0.0960
0.1920

1.40412
1.37165
1.37160
1.27408
1.23816
1.23500

26.40
100.00
64.60
0.83
26.21
20.46

0.2304
0.0864
0.0864
0.6912
0.1152
0.2304

80.8221

12.13

0.3840

1.18825

1.72

0.4608

84.4963
86.4385
89.0923
91.2842
95.2206
95.5698

10.90
18.75
77.91
17.82
96.29
57.60

0.3840
0.4800
0.1680
0.6720
0.1200
0.1440

1.14570
1.12487
1.09810
1.07736
1.04295
1.04006

1.54
2.65
11.02
2.52
13.62
8.15

0.4608
0.5760
0.2016
0.8064
0.1440
0.1728

[

0

Matched by
00-042-1468; 01-0711127
01-071-1127
00-042-1468
00-042-1468; 01-0711127
00-042-1468
01-071-1127
00-04 2-1468
01-071-1127
00-042-1468; 01-0711127
00-042-1468
00-042-1468
00-042-1468
00-042-1468
00-042-1468; 01-0711127
00-042-1468; 01-0711127
00-04 2-1468
00-042-1468
00-042-1468
00-04 2-1468
00-042-1468

Peak configuration allowed the identification of the following components:
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Identified Patterns List:
Visib
le

*
*

Ref. Code

Score

00-042-1468
01-071-1127

75
54

Compound
Name
Alumina
Corundum

Displacement
0
[ 2Th.]
0,000
0,000

Scale
Factor
0,357
0,211

Chemical Formula
Al2 03
Al2 03

Plot of Identified Phases.

Peak List
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Figure showspeaksfound (blue) compared to the two materials identified through the database (red).

Conclusion: wit/tin tlte limits oftlte instrument's sensitivity range, tlte sample appears to be
constituted ofaluminum dioxide, Al20.1.
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Investigation of a fuel and its reaction product using SEM/EDS
and ToF-STMS
UlfBexell and Josefin Hall
Materialvetenskap, Hogskolan Dalama

Background
Powder samples were investigated before and after an experiment performed in Lugano, Switzerland.
The purpose of the present investigation is to study which elements that mainly occur in the samples.

Experimental
Material
Two types of powder samples were investigated. The first sample, called fuel, is declared to mainly
contain Ni and probably some additions of H and Li. The second sample, called ash, is the reaction
product of the fuel powder from an experiment performed in Lugano. The powder samples were
mounted on a carbon adhesive sticker before analysis. The samples analyzed with SEM/EDS and ToFSIMS were received mounted and analyzed as-received.
Surface characterization techniques

SEM/EDS
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to study the surface morphology of the samples. The
SEM analyses were performed with a Zeiss Ultra 55 field emission gun scanning electron microscope
(FEG-SEM) equipped with an Oxford Instruments Inca energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
Imaging was performed by using the secondary electron detector (SEI-mode). All EDS analyses where
performed by using an accelerating voltage of 20 kV of the primary electrons.

ToF-5/MS
All time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) analyses were performed with a PHI
69
TRIFT II instrument using a 15 keV pulsed liquid metal ion source isotopically enriched in Ga. In this
system, the secondary ions are accelerated up to ---.3 keV before being deflected by 270° by three
electrostatic hemispherical analyzers. Both positive and negative spectra were obtained using a 600
pA d.c. primary ion beam pulsed with a frequency of 8kHz (m/z=O.S-1850 amu), a pulse width of 18
2
ns (~1 ns bunched) and rastered over a surface area of 100x100 1-1m . The mass resolution at mass
+28 amu (St) was around m/llm=1900. All spectra were carefully calibrated using the exact masses
7

58

of peaks of known composition such as L( (7.0160 amu), Na+ (22.9898 amu), A( (26.9815 amu), N(
(57.9353 amu) etc. Peak identification was done on the basis of the exact mass of the secondary ions.
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Results and discussion
SEM/EDS
Figures 1 and 2 show that there exist different types of particles in the fuel and ash powders. The
SEM images show that all particle types have different surface morphology and the EDS spectra, Figs
3 and 4, show that the chemistry also differs between the particles. Thus, it can be expected that the
results from the ToF-SIMS measurements can vary depending on which type of particle that is
analyzed. Note that Li cannot be detected using EDS.
ToF-SIMS
The positive ToF-SIMS spectrum in Fig. 5 shows the mass spectrum from the surface of the carbon
adhesive sticker that the powder is mounted on. The most abundant peaks are characteristic of a
dimethyl siloxane type of polymer. Some of the characteristic peaks are due to a linear or cyclic
structure:

Linear type:

[cH,- ~;TH3

CH3

o-[H ]+
CH3

m/z

0
73

1
147

2
221

3
295

n
m/z

0
133

1
207

2
281

3
355

n

CH3

n

Cyclic type:

o

/Si(CH3)2 -0"---.

'1Si(CH3)2

or
n

st
"-.CH 3

In Fig. 6 is the positive mass spectrum from a fuel powder particle shown. Except from peaks from
elements such as Li (m/z = 7) and Ni (m/z = 58) it can be seen that the characteristic peaks from a
siloxane is present in the mass spectra. To remove the siloxane that has diffused over the particle
surface the area being analyzed is sputtered. Figure 7 show the positive mass spectrum from a
particle surface sputter cleaned for 180 seconds. As can be seen, the characteristic peaks from the
siloxane are more or less removed. The presence of a small Si peak, not seen in the figure, is the only
remains of the siloxane. It should be noted that it cannot be excluded that the Si signal is due to an
element coming from the fuel material itself. To prove that the siloxane is coming from the siloxane in
the carbon adhesive sticker the sample were left for 16 hours in the vacuum chamber and analyzed
at the same position that previously were sputter cleaned. The positive mass spectrum from this
experiment is shown in Fig. 8 and the presence of the characteristic peaks from a siloxane is obvious,
i.e. surface diffusion of the siloxane has occurred. Thus, all spectrum presented henceforth is
acquired from sputter cleaned areas.
In Fig. 9 is the positive mass spectrum from the fuel and the ash presented. The main ion peaks are
Lt (m/z = 6 and 7), Na+ (m/z = 23), Nt (m/z = 58 and 60 in the fuel and m/z = 62 in the ash) and 69+
(m/z = 69). The Na + ion signal comes from the primary ions. The origin of Na + is either from some
contamination, the carbon adhesive sticker or the material itself. Anyway, the probability for
generating Na+ as secondary ions is extremely high and the importance of the signal can be
overestimated. The most interesting features is seen in the spectra from the ash where there seem
to be a change in abundance of the isotopes for Li and Ni. In the fuel the abundance is close to what
is naturally expected, see Table 1. In the ash the abundance of Li and Ni is altered, see table 1.
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Table 1. Measured and natural occurring abundances for Li and Ni ions in fuel and ash, respectively.
Ion

6

1t

7

Lt

Fuel

Ash

Counts in
peak

Measured
abundance [%]

Counts in
peak

Measured
abundance [%]

Natural
abundance [%]

15804
168919

8.6
91.4

569302
48687

92.1
7.9

7.5
92.5

93392
36690
2606
5379
1331

67
26.3
1.9
3.9
1

1128
635

0.8
0.5
0
98.7
0

68.1
26.2
1.8
3.6
0.9

ssNi+
6oNi+
61Ni+
62Ni+
64 ·+

~o

133272
~o

Figure 10 and 11 shows the positive mass spectra from different types of fuel and ash powder
grains, respectively. Thus, as expected from the EDS analysis the appearance of the ToF-SIMS
spectra will differ depending on particle analyzed.

Conclusions
The main conclusion that can be drawn from this SEM/EDS and ToF-SIMS study of
powder samples from a fuel and a reaction product of the fuel, called ash, are:
- there are different types of powder particles in both samples.
- in the fuel sample, the detected ions has a natural abundance.
- In the ash sample, some ions, i.e. Li and Ni have an abundance deviating from
the natural abundance.
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Figure 1.

Three different types of particles from the fuel material.

Figure 2.

SEI of two different types of particles from the ash material.
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Figure 3.
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SEI showing the areas where EDS analysis where performed on the different fuel particles
(a), EDS spectrum from the three different type of particles found in the fuel material;
particle 1 (b), particle 2 (c) and particle 3 (d).
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Figure 4.

Ni

SEI showing the areas where EDS analysis where performed on the different ash particles
(a), EDS spectrum from the two different type of particles found in the ash material;
particle 1 (b) and particle 2 (c).
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Figure 5.

Positive ToF-SIMS spectrum of a carbon adhesive sticker surface: a) 0-100 amu b) 100300 amu.
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Figure 6.

Positive ToF-SIMS spectrum of the surface of a fuel powder grain before sputter cleaning:
a) 0-100 amu and b) 100-300 amu_
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Figure 7.

Positive ToF-SIMS spectrum of the surface of a fuel powder grain after sputter cleaning for
180 s: a) 0-100 amu and b) 100-300 amu.
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Figure 8.

Positive ToF-SIMS spectrum of the surface of a fuel powder grain after sputter cleaning for
180 s followed by storing 16 h in the vacuum chamber: a) 0-100 amu and b) 100-300 amu.
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Figure 9.

Positive ToF-SIMS spectrum of the surface of a fuel (above) and ash (below) powder grain
after sputter cleaning for 180 s.
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Figure 10. Positive ToF-SIMS spectrum of the surface of different types of fuel powder grains; one
with low Ni content (above) and one rich in Fe (below) after sputter cleaning for 180 s.
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Figure 11. Positive ToF-SIMS spectrum of the surface of different types of ash powder grains; one
with Li (above) and one without Li (below) after sputter cleaning for 180 s.
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Results ECAT ICP-MS and ICP-AES
Jean Pettersson
Inst. ofChemistry-BMC, Analytical Chemistry
Uppsala University

The samples are placed in quartz micro-Kjedahl vessels for dissolution with extra pure sub-boiled
nitric acid (3.0 ml). They were heated to 136 degree and after that diluted to 50.0 mi.
Further dilution 1000 times was done before the measurement with ICP-MS.
The resulting values are corrected with blanks (the pure acid). The isotopic abundances are
calculated and presented in the table below. Standards are known reference solutions in order to
cheek the instrument. The natural isotopic abundance is shown in the last line of the table. The
difference between the standards and the natural abundance is due to the fact that the signals are
not mass biased corrected with isotopic reference standards.

mg sample Sample id

2,13
2,13

Li6

li 7

Ni58

Ni 60

Ni61

Ni62

Standard 2
Standard 3
Standard 4
sample 1 ash
Sample 2 fuel

6,0
6,0
6,0
57,5
5,9

94,0
94,0
94,0
42,5
94,1

66,0
66,1
66,0
0,3
65,9

27,6
27,5
27,5
0,3
27,6

1,3
1,3
1,2
0,0
1,3

4,0
4,1
4,1
99,3
4,2

Nat. abundance

7,6

92,4

68,1

26,2

1,1

3,6

Three different samples were analyzed by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission
spectroscopy operated at standard conditions, ICP-AES.
The samples are placed in quartz micro-Kjedahl vessels for dissolution with extra pure sub-boiled
nitric acid (3.0 ml). Heated to 136 degree and after that diluted to 50.0 ml.
The concentrations are calculated against acid matched calibration solutions.
The measured analytes were Ni, Li, and AI. The elements Ni and Al are measured with two
independent emission lines to minimize risk for systematic errors. The elements C, H, 0, N, He, Ar
and F cannot be measured quantitatively by this technique.
Sample 1 was ash coming from the reactor in Lugano. Only a few granules of grey sample were
possible to obtain from the ash and they didn't look exactly the same. One large and two very small
granules were observed.
Sample 2 was the fuel used to charge theE-Cat It's in the form of a very fine powder. Besides the
analyzed elements it has been found that the fuel also contains rather high concentrations of C, Ca,
Cl, Fe, Mg, Mn and these are not found in the ash.

Results as weight present of the samples.

1 ash 2,13mg 50ml
2 fuel2.13 mg 50ml

Ni 231nm%
95.9
55.4

Ni 232nm%
95.6
55.0

Li 670nm%
0.03
1.17

AI 396nm %
0.00
4.36

AI 394nm %
0.05
4.39
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1

that's ridiculous.

2

We're asking for the documents from him.

3

subpoena anyone connected to the Nobel Prize or even subpoena

4

some of these individuals, at least one of whom is dead, so he

5

knows is not voting on the Nobel Prize.

6

confidentiality order.

7

of the world.

8

But if it is, let him go for consideration.
We're not here to

There's a

we can't go sharing those with the rest

so these protests are silly.

I mean, the fact of the matter is both of these tests

9

are pled in here.

Both of them used a product provided by

10

Mister/Or. Rossi.

He provided it to them, that's how they did

11

the testing on it.

We're seeking simply their communications

12

with him, not just about the testing.

13

"independence" being raised here several times, we've got

14

e-mails where they're identified as independent.

15

independent, we're entitled to know that.

16

independent, we're not.

17

25

THE COURT:

okay.

But you've heard the word

If they're not

If they are

I'm only going to allow you to get

18

the communications regarding the E-Cat testing, not all

19

communications between them.

20

there's no showing that they were anything but independent.

21

know, in the other area you're able to come to me and show me

22

that Rossi was -- you know, this company was actually Rossi.

23

Here, you know, you're talking about five people who are, you

24

know, respected people.

25

indicate that they're respected, whatever, people with

I find that it's not relevant,

Even in your own allegations you

PROCEEDINGS RECORDED BY DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING
TRANSCRIPT PRODUCED BY COMPUTER
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1
2

institutions, prominent institutions in other countries.
MR. PACE:

I understand, Your Honor.

As long as it's

3

related to the E-Cat or the E-Cat intellectual property.

4

would be the only additional element I would say to make sure.

5

THE COURT:

6

MR. ANNESSER:

That

what do you say about that?
Your Honor, I believe that's still

7

overly expansive.

8

communications with them and he's had communications with this

9

group of people going back for some time.

Again, to the extent that he's got

Again, it's entirely

10

unrelated here to the extent he sends an e-mail and says

11

gentlemen, I've got a development on getting great success or

12

otherwise, on testing that's completely irrelevant to the

13

testing under the license agreement and the deal that we've got

14

between Dr. Rossi and Industrial Heat, I think it's overly

15

expansive.

16

26

You're talking about -- and I don't know what the body

17

of documents is so I can't represent how many there are going to

18

be, but to the extent that there are communications, especially

19

a -- you know, what do you guys think, is the Nobel Prize going

20

to happen on my E-Cat, that's in there.

21

THE COURT:

Well, if it relates to the Nobel Prize, you

22

don't need to provide it.

23

provide it.

24

25

MR. ANNESSER:

If it doesn't, then you need to

Your Honor, and the determination

between those two is going to be difficult because the whole
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1

purpose
THE COURT:

2

well, here's what you do.

You provide it.

3

If you're unsure-- in other words, if it says Nobel Prize in

4

it, I mean, it may not all relate to it, I don't know.

5

going to need to look at the document.

6

here and argue about documents that you haven't looked at.

7

go look to the document.

8

Prize, if they relate to the E-Cat, give it to them.

9

think that they should be protected, put them on some kind of

1o

list, provide a list to him and then come back to me with the

11

documents and I'll tell you whether or not they're relevant.
MR. ANNESSER:

12
13

27

You're

It's hard to come in
so

If they don't relate to the Nobel
If you

Your Honor, are we applying the same

time period as we did with the Third Party Defendants through?

14

THE COURT:

Yeah.

Yeah.

15

All right.

what else?

16

MR. PACE:

Yeah, yeah.
Anything else?

I think the last issue, Your Honor, is just

17

THE COURT:

18
19

If you're ever going to subpoena these

people, let them know ahead of time.
MR. PACE:

20

we have to go with the federal rules in any

21

event.

But Your Honor, they're all in Europe, I don't think we

22

will ever subpoena them.

23

them advance notice of any doing so.

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. PACE:

But I agree.

If we will, we will give

Okay.
I do note that somewhere so I don't screw
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